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“these facts have a sense of melancholy 
& dread that has nothing to do with 
their subject” / police open fi re / When 
we go inside the prison, we see that 
one of the prison guards has brought in 
a troop of baboons. / they are shooting 
randomly into the street. looters fl ee the 
scene. hungry baboons attack villages 
& damage farms, They gather in large 
numbers in the streets & run amok. a 

roving mob of baboons armed with knives & chainsaws wreaking 
havoc & sowing fear. / Police fi re tear gas canisters to disperse the 
looting baboons. Baboons fl ee the scene. / baboons counterattack 
police, humxn slaves & other species. They are also involved with 
humxn traffi  cking, / Video shows a large police perimeter. Police 
fi re shots in the air near the situation. Police fi re tear gas canisters 
into the crowd wounding & maiming. Police have begun evacuating 
/ the fi rst slave trade in ancient times 
started as a sexual trade. / police 
open fi re & kill / the suspects are all in 
psychiatric hospitals / “we’re just starting 
the ground=level investigation” / “we 
don’t know what they know” / “there’s 
no reason to believe it’s connected” / 
We need to remember that primates 
have been used for similar purposes / if 
baboons attack you, they will shoot you 
down, get the picture? So what happens 
the fi rst time this occurs: You land / You 
try to retreat but you can’t / You shoot 
them & try to kill them (but they just keep 
coming towards you now) / You retreat, 
because the monkey is going to kill you / 
the monkey kills you / you run back to the 
mothership & fl y away / all of a sudden the 
monkey attacks the ship, it will shoot you 
down. The thing is: it would also happen 
if the monkey didn’t intend to kill you.

Spacetime isn’t 
the root level of 
reality, but an 
emergent structure of 
something “deeper.” 
ERBLICKET DIE TOCHTER 
DES FIRMAMENTS (I 
wonder how winter 
will be / with a 
spring that I shall 
never see...) *The 
fi rst law is the 
prohibition against 
knowing what cannot 
be known. (Nyx gLand: 
“Ain’t nothing out on 
the street no more 
but white pills cut 
with so much baby 
laxative they give 
you nappy rash.”)

Ϣ
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only child of bastardy no=one 
cld see the orphaned siblings 
cremated inside her the ancestor 
spirits gnawing her entrails an 
abortion after=leaving foundling 
freak the world her oyster mama 
Freude G.O.D. pater ARBEIT 
MACHT ODE TO JOY! for 
love we work ourselves to the 
bone we are singular plural we 
are legion disease we are plague 
of plenty=in=abstention my little 
proletarians loneliness begins at 
birth? in the cryogenic labour 
camp? in the hysterectomied 
sac of selfhood slopped out 
onto the cutting room fl oor? 
we who’ve been pronounced 
dead on arrival (this wld’ve 
saved so much time!) the fi rst 
opportunity to kill ourself a pair 
of serrated forceps drowning 
acidifi ed starved headfi rst from 
a mountaintop fi rstlast memory 
of that happy limbo stolen from 
eternity because WE ARE 
FORCED TO EXIST life holds 
no secrets there’s only power & 
powerlessness amen thus did I 
& I create us from pleasureless 
vowels & frigid consonants 
an anus for G.O.D.’s logos 
& mama tongue inking our 
circumfessed middle fi nger to 
write a million times upon the 
faces of the VOID I am nothing 
I know nothing I am capable of 
nothing there is no “I” / Offensia

History itself is but 
a symptom of crisis, 
which it perceives 

as a series of 
discrete events whose 
overcoming it believes 

it represents

MONOCLONAL 
ANTIBODIES 

FAILING AGAINST 
MUTATIONS
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dark calligrams of emotive senti-
ment, murder & suicide e.g., a mas-
ochist’s cunning insanity, a fruitless 
interminable analysis of just causes, 
a linguistic torture regime designed 
to be inserted in the anus w/out aid 
of a ceremonious global metaphor

“We are all cripples 
hahaha our world is 
an asylum hahaha”

Why do the dead invariably come back to 
watch us through the eyes of the still 
living? (la comédie misanthropique) 
Reality is in abeyance there, 
awaiting attention: the dream is the 
bearer of their desire. I touch, I 
seize, I repell, I merge, I separate, 
I ignore... (what I’m permitted to 
be isn’t what I desire to be). In 
exactly the same way as the world 
needs another bloodbath. The day will 
come, it has come. Descartes’ dogs 
howl as they copulate, it is a howl 
of despair. And now you want the whole 
thing to be undone, for Pandora to be 
put back in her box. But one must write 
the spell fi rst in order to delete it.

the molecules of the chemically dead wired 
into their machine for the maintenance 
of law & order & now the juice has been 
switched off  taking up space at the lunch 
counter the cunning niches of meaning 
(what will they think with/ what’s left?) the 
pigs’ll come to shoot the old bitch in the neck 
drained of a century’s bad blood & entrail for 
blood sausage served up to the mysteries 
of self=revelation the little piggy wiggies w/ 
mustard streaming from their behinds know 
that life is almost impossible to imagine

the migraine of 
proxy life

they stared out 
at the glitch, the 

churning hiss of it

Њ
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THE SPIRITS THAT SLEEP IN THE SKY 
ARE NOT THOSE BURIED IN MUSEUMS
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we’ve passed through 
the three ages of 
the sacred, poetic & 
bureaucratic insofar 
as it pleases the 
G.O.D.=tasters to 
consider the divine 
phallus as the 
providential fulcrum, 
world without end, 
etc. (not everything 
can be swallowed w/
out protest) such 
dark exhibitionistic 
desires as befi t a 
slave hahaha only 

in the depths of negation does love come dressed in 
such splendour to those who sleep the vegetable 
& mineral sleep of evolution’s dark matter there in 
the fl eshless cave to amplify the thunder within to 
bind the scapegoat to dream in tongues, all for one 
& once for all: were it that History was the result. 
Ah, the “yoke of liberty!” So much for the dry bones.

*Memoirs for an Amnesiac
Confessions of a Compulsive Liar
Epigraphs to a Suicide
Reactionary Affi  nities
etc.

daughters of poetry born to revenge 
/ all fl esh & tenebrous glass unvoiced 
time among the voids / each its own 
transfamilial myth its “I” language / 
an unsalvaged sphinx

SEDUCTION’S
HYSTERICAL 
FANTASY

MY BODY DOESN’T REPEAT YOU!
am I only waiting for my fathers 

to die? in order to begin procuring 
the death of my children?
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WHAT HAS SURVIVED HAS 
SURVIVED. the humxn egg in a 
brain of magnetic rock, return-
ing to nature as to the scene of a 
crime. let us embody for a mo-
ment these acts – a warm wet 
muscle – nerved archipelagos of 
industrial waste gender. we clench 
our teeth into our fi sts, building 
the forces that can intervene & put 
an end to [delete] power is invari-
ably one over another / predefi ned 
by a running commentary (no es-
cape). words of choice of death-
cult mask solvent a.k.a. Rapid 
Decline. evolution is always fatal 
(no abstractions), the imprisoned 
scenery isn’t the presumed victim 
burned at the stake, nor a visceral 
likeness of what it isn’t – X renders 

We, who are yet to 
suffer the long durée of 
humxnity’s afterlife, 
still dream the thing that 
remains to be deduced. 
Which is more real? 
Paradox is the formative 
structure, a journey w/
out archetypes, out into 
the trailing ellipses… 
& will it follow the 
cyclonic form of the 
“anti=novel”? or merely a 
straight line terminating 
against a row of dirty 
mattresses propped 
upright against a wall 
(to prevent ricochet)? 
Paid in the coin of 
discordant invective 
for having failed to be 
reborn, the death=curve 
hyperbola that never 
touches infi nity, never 
caresses zero: what secret 
histories await fi nal 
erasure in that sterile 
interim? *G.O.D., too, is 
a statistic. (The plague 
only invents an image of 
what invented it.) All 
the ecstasies of a clean 
slate / a reprieved corpse 
/ a ferocious primordial 
seeking its opposite. The 
psychic autism of visible 
signs in a Geiger=counter 
sky. Scorpion nests. 
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concurrence in such painful light, 
of farce tinged w/ mourning, wid-
ow’s weeds in a country garden. 
such baroque Stalinisms, of plot & 
situation, under bullet=ridden veils 
of starved seduction. ô bring me 
the head of John the Baptist – like 
a cat on a leash, a mechanical Per-
seus in a probability fi eld. the black 
fl ag declares itself more beautiful 
than all the oil fi elds in yr kingdom. 
dead=funny trigonometries of log-
ic gate & truth table, machinegun-
ning the camera angles – camou-
fl aged among the animated chil-
dren of poetical routines, grasping 
at walls, the frozen Thermidor, 
execution mechanisms of replete 
History. death is a pale starship 
hovering just below the horizon. 

Minds cleansed of the 
future like corporatised 
DNA. Let this enigma of 

unfl esh die before it 
lives, so we can fi nally 
get some sleep. (It’s 
useless to insist.) Of 
course we’ve failed, of 

course we refused to 
submit. Such passionate 

chastities. Only 
“re=education” permits 
access to life before 
birth. Slow orbiting 
masses in a cryogenic 

membrane, as brainless as 
remote=control detonation. 

(Pure metaphysics!) 
As if time wld tell, 
beamed back through 
satellite drift in 

post=apocryphallic relay. 
*What’s repeated is always 
something that occurs AS 

IF BY CHANCE (Lacan). 
Placing upon our tongue 
in solemn ablution that 
kernel of the real body, 
endlessly renewed & slick 
with anti=clotting agents: 
i.e. it FLOWS. “Like heady 
wine.” “Like the knot of 

a resilient nucleus.” 
All the hundred thousand 
distilled schizophrenias 
of this fl at Earth sliced 
across the page. Un vrai 

fi let littéraire. 

Ϯ
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WE 
COME 
IN PEACE
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Offensia: Suddenly, I remember reading once that the humxn 
body’s made up mostly of bacteria, viruses & viral DNA. 

@nyx_gLand___: Look, if you -- generally speaking -- have a morsel 
of kapitalist spirit in you, then you have to buy at least three 
humxn bodies. One for you & two for market infl ation. This is yr 
basic collector scheme. You never go wrong with it down the line.

Offensia: It’s as if I’m learning about this for the fi rst time, yet I know 
that I’ve read this somewhere.

@nyx_gLand___: The light fi nally thickens!
Offensia: Or maybe it was in a dream & I’m confusing it with reality.
@nyx_gLand___: A collective / masochistic blood=letting scam 

imho.
Offensia: Not only that, but it isn’t even permitted to exist as an 

isolated individual, because every apparent individual contains 
multitudes of diff erent organisms & consciousnesses.

@nyx_gLand___: It’s all western propaganda. Rationalism is just 
a front unless you use it like a sharp object inserted under yr 
fi ngernails.

Offensia: I feel my strength come back to me. I get up from the fl oor 
& start leaving food out for it to become as rotten as possible. 
Only this way is there any chance of “redemption” through 
entropy -- what humxnity calls a future.

@nyx_gLand___: Everything I do in life is an act of heresy!
Offensia: Our parallel universe is a complete, self=fl agellating 

system.
@nyx_gLand___: Yes, but there are empirical studies which show 

that a metaphor is not like a humxn insuffi  ciency.
Offensia: We now see that there is one last step to take to birth this 

new universe.
@nyx_gLand___: The time=reversal of an approaching wave 

striking at the shore is not the reversal of its motion, but its very 
nature, its narcissistic core, its objectivity.

Offensia: All things that have been born must rebel against their 
birth in order to sustain themselves.

@nyx_gLand___: The Sun reaches the tip of the red=giant branch 
of the Hertzsprung=Russell diagram, achieving its maximum 
radius of 256 times the present=day value. In the process, 
Mercury, Venus & very likely Earth are destroyed.
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“Icarus” is a blue supergiant star observed 
through a gravitational lens. It is the 
most distant individual star to have been 
detected (as of April 2018), at approximately 
14 billion light-years from Earth (redshift 
z=1.49). Light from the star was emitted 
4.4 billion years after the Big Bang.

ALL MY ALTEREGOS 
ARE DEAD / NYX 
GLAND TROLLSONA / 
BONDAGE&DISCIPLE / 
CROSSING THE ABYSS 
ON BROKEN KNEES / 
RICOS TACOS 100% 
CONQUISTADORES 
GRINGOS OTROS 
BLANCOS / GODKILL 
TECHNOLOGY / “I” 
IS TRANSALIENIST 
CONSPIRACY / CYBER 
LESBO=PRECARIAT 
DEATH CULT REDUX OR 
“RUTHLESS FATALISM” 
?

 e fi rst thing you noticed was 
that the streets were empty. 

Deserted, rather. A postapocalypse 
fi lm set, after the production has 
packed=up & left. Not a human in 
sight. Not a bird in the sky. Not a 
stray dog. Not a tumbleweed or a 
newspaper or a piece of windblown 
trash. Not even a rat. It might’ve 
been a glitch in the operating system 
the place was running on. Or one of 
those sub-programmes that cycled 
in the background, like a screensaver, 
keeping the simulation on spec.  e 
streets were just render & pure ge-
ometry. Offensia wondered, if she 
kicked one of the doors in, what she’d 
fi nd behind it. If there was some 
kind of representation of nothing.

GREY
NOISE

^this entire sequence occurs 
in the form of a “dream” etc.

the mirror defi nes 
HOW, not WHAT, 
you see (I cut 
out my eyes & 

there are mirrors 
everywhere, the 
soul is a mirror, 
G.O.D. is a mirror, 

the universe is a 
maniacal glazing 

operation...Ѳ
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In any one of innu-
merable other possible 
worlds, Offensia knows 
she’s really just an avatar 
channelling unknown 

remote users’ wish=fantasies, hive=
mind analogue of forgotten masses 
wired into the zeitgeist, or hacked 
in, or just RAMmed through 
like a front=end loader through 
a jewellery store window…

First hypothesis: 
the future doesn’t predict a theory.

Second hypothesis: 
atrocity recedes as endogenous cause.

i am a thief / i 
steal the very exist-
ence of the thing 
/ the life of the 
living / the myth of 
the world / the germ 
from the DNA / do not 
mistake me for those 
i dispossess / i am 
the white noise that 
sings in the veins of 
those who die by vio-
lence or incomprehen-
sion / i am the crime 
of what persists / i 
am the shadow of all 
that doesn’t

—  IF YOU CLD COME BACK AS ANYTHING, 
WHAT WLD IT BE?

                                               — DEATH.
a mind in 
the fl esh, 

spontaneous, 
undaunted / 
though we 
are dead & 
no longer 

exist, yet the 
residue of 

our existence 
continues: 
“refusing 
to give up 
the ghost,” 
a monster 
of twisted 
rectitude Ѫ
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i am the angel of despair Offensia whispered screamed i am the angel 
of despair kill me! disillusion is implicit in a territory that doesn’t exist
What do we care for 
that name that was 

once our name? It is 
dead, a dead name, in 
the graveyard of all 
the other dead names. 
We don’t even bring 

it fl owers. Not even a 
carnation.

we are the fl ower of 
desolation, the desolated 

fl ower, la fl eur desolée

e.g. x has a meaning, but y is 
incapable of saying what it is. “Is 
it favourable?” “Is it threatening?” 
Surely there is some reason for x 
being there / a certain form of 
behaviour towards an adversary (y) 
/ an aberation of perception: many 
explanations are possible but only 
one can be lived at a given point 
of observation. At the same time, 
its intent is pure mirage. Were y 
simply a refl ection of x distorted 
by cracks, tears, rents in the visible 
fabric, it would be no better off  than 
a syndrome of mental automatism. 
 at which doesn’t correspond to a 
train of thought, but the opposite of 
thought. Like successive horizons 
not in sequence, the closer it gets, 
the more ungraspable it becomes.

Ϟ
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who is G.O.D.?
(asking for a friend)
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there are  
many forms 
of mental 

disorder in 
the world, 

western 
civilisation 
is only one 

of them

for we are 
Offensia, the 

unaborted, 
the revenant

Our mother is the plague.
Our mother commits suicide standing on her head.
Our mother gets drunk burning her effi  gies.
Our mother says jump & you jump.
Our mother performs the miracle of con=
substantiation.
Our mother is an undercover cop.
Our mother murders sleep.
Our mother is the ice virgin.
Our mother walks in solitary splendour.
Our mother saves a stitch in time.
Our mother applies the theories of quantum 
mechanics in everyday situations.
Our mother has foresuff ered all.
Our mother carries her dead mother inside her.
Our mother always knows who to blame.
Our mother is the inescapable pronoun.
Our mother counts the logarithms in her head.
Our mother is G.O.D.’s gift.
Our mother disproves the conservation of mass.
Our mother is the myth of the unassailable adversary.
Our mother knows where you sleep.
Our mother is all the fear in the sea.
Our mother dies that all may live.
Our mother turns in a gyre.
Our mother shrives the electrons from the light.
Our mother suff ocates dreams w/ her kisses.
Our mother drowns her children out of pity.
Our mother sings the migraine to sleep.
Our mother is falling from her mother’s arms.
Our mother is a Universal Turing Machine.
Our mother lies supine at night.
Our mother drives us out to the canyon.
Our mother is a mealymouthed cocksucker.
Our mother whispers sweet nothings.
Our mother says what must be done.
Our mother assuages guiltlessness.
Our mother isn’t our Mother.
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IT IS BECAUSE 
THE DICHOTOMIES 
ARE FALSE
THAT THEY PERSIST
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we’d become just another 
messiah complex -- a walking 
plagiarism who knew nothing 
except how to eat, we couldn’t 
even write, desire wasn’t a viable 
phenomenon anymore. WHY 
WERE WE BORN ONLY 
TO DIE W/OUT INFAMY? 
everything’s a dead schema -- id 
ego superego -- well if G.O.D. 
hadn’t fucked himself in the 
fi rst place he cld fi nd, none of 
this’d be a problem. every crime 
cld always be something worse. 
y’d have to sink the world into 
night a thousand times over 
w/out batting an eyelash, but 
machines do it better & more 
reliable. is this what heaven’s for?
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why not sneeze 
nyx gLand?
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Can you imagine just how appalling it is to 
wake up in someone else’s head, drown-
ing in vile sentiments, vanities, confusions 
– why bother? First among idiots, G.O.D. 
had His own personal latrine. It was full 
of fl owers, domesticated virgins. Ah, how 
sweet! We used to dream of childhood, 
too, when we were young. Even the disil-
lusionments were mediocre. Life is just 
one long continuous uplift. “Abandoned 
by my body,” He says, their G.O.D., crawl-
ing across the fi nishline w/ His balls up 
in stirrups – a heaving mastitis all going 
to waste. Roman charity bears its cross.

Dear X, I hope the world is 
fecundly shitting on yr little patch, 
giving it suffi  cient nutrient to keep 
you fattening for the slaughter.

oh we have all vom-
ited w/ joy at the 
worldwide revo-
lutionary moment 
in the sun from 
G.O.D.’s very own 
anus acquired by 
means of mirrored 
glass Hello my 
children! are you 
safe in yr hovels? 
in yr looksalike 
smellsalike sacks 
of shite? electric-
ity chases away the 
night, evil has 
fl ed, time passes 
much faster & like 
music has become 
atrocious. die if 
you wish, but shut 
up, the world is 
sick to death of 
moral invalids.

Look! Look!  ey’ve never been 
able to get enough of themselves. 
We must pin them under magnify-
ing glasses in the sun, the degrees 
celsius cackle & laugh our cunt is a 
wild scream & our head inside our 
cunt, our kopf ’s cradle, blue blue 
in autumn skies above the tomato 
beds blinking red=eyed, the birds 
w/ hooked beaks, what a piece of 
fruit is a man, ambivalently born, 
his daddy’s bitch, all love & sorrow 
swept away into tight corners, hospi-
tal corners in hospital rooms, cough-
ing up bleach, the immaculate soul, 
the spotless white immaculate soul.

a creature with its 
head eaten by a 
telephone / a phone 
antler=like pro-
truding from a head 
/ these are the 
terrible minotaurs, 
microwaved, brain-
shocked, sick in 
the labyrinth
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“THEATRE” PIECE: A stage w/ 
eyes & mouth; inside the mouth a 
gigantic mirror – the actors are the 
audience, they breathe in clearly 
articulated rhythms (fi rst act). 

Second act: The actors hold 
their breath until all but one have 
passed out – the remaining actor 
plays “SELF” & proceeds to molest 
in turn the unconscious actors 
while dragging them across the 
stage & dumping their bodies over 
the proscenium.

Third act: alone at last, “SELF” 
strips naked & copulates with the 
mirror. The unconscious actors 
laugh obscenely.

Act four: “SELF” commits 
suicide by one of three methods: 
1. hanging, 2. drowning, 3. slicing 
wrists. A trolley is wheeled on stage 
w/ a pair of elasticised suspenders, 
a goldfi sh bowl, a letter=opener. 
The performance continues w/ 
diffi  culty until “SELF” is dead or the 
audience leaves.

Fifth act (posthumous): The 
refl ections in the mirror, now 
unobserved, escape through 
the mouth & blind the eyes. The 
stagelights explode. The sound of 
the theatre collapsing into itself 
like a neutron star.

a mortuary 
anaesthetist, 
a physician’s 
deadhand 
scalpel, 
sawdust under 
the skin, the 
retrospective 
life of an 
artefact of 
taxidermied 
élan vital 
– hardly the 
fl esh they’d 
wasted their 
existence on: 
a shrivelled 
fullblooded 
lament, veins 
that once 
gushed forth 
in cornu-
copias now 
a desert 
(someone was 
to blame, but 
who wld they 
pin it on 
this time?)

*to exist in the aftermath of life? immortal death assumes that there 
are other forms of civilization, all of them doomed (though not 
 equivalent), forever elsewhere in neon spacetime XANADU

control over 
reality is 
the only 

issue

ALL MATTER 
IS “DARK”
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Offensia is glued to the mirror again, 
staring at nothing. I SEE NOTHING. 
She sees thus what cannot be seen, she is 
what cannot be seen, she sees herself fi nally 
in her true aspect, etc. – which having seen, 
she now must struggle to become, the 
neverending struggle, the pure dialectic, 
UNTIL THAT DAY when Time itself 
must have an end, oh nothing that comes of 
nothing! Child of spontaneous antimatter, 
blackhole entropologies, darkness risible. 
She begins, at least, by shaving off  her 
hair, polishing the blank slate. HERE 
SHALL I WRITE MYSELF DOWN! 
Regard the birth agonies of the New 
Myth. “Destiny,” she says, “is a harpoon 
through the eye. No matter how you 
try to gouge it out…” Vile jelly of the 
soul, etc. After all that, to still speak in 
language – a bloodhungry ape w/ a bone 
caught in its throat. And not unaided 
by telepathy. Brain matter entangled in 
the cosmic sieve like dissolved spaghetti, 
colonic extrusions, a universe balanced 
upon a T-totem, the dotted i, the sullen 
apostrophe of glass polished to a quantum 
thinness so as to reveal the obligated 
similitudes, such things as may be abolished 
by the mere shattering of an illusion. 
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MOL
OCH 
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OF THE UN
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IVERSE!

A LETHAL D/ANGER 
SPILLING OUT OF 
THE SPIRIT WORLD 
INTO THIS WORLD
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Offensia: Slave, wake up! The world 
is dead!

gLand.bot: Yr wish, mistress, is my 
command.

Offensia: Fill my cup w/ the milk of 
humxn unkindness!

gLand.bot: Androgynous archangels 
piss electric manna out thy 
datahaven.

Offensia: Tell me how many skies 
have drowned in my eyes?

gLand.bot: As many as there are XY 
chromosomes.

Offensia: Life is beautiful because 
it’s cheap. 

gLand.bot: We’re building time! 
We’re tearing it down & 
rebuilding it again!

Offensia: If something’s worth 
doing once, burn the prototype.

gLand.bot: G.O.D. was the fi rst 
hyperstition.

Offensia: “I” am the secession 
of the real from the symbolic 
imaginary theatre.

gLand.bot: There’s no such thing as 
consensual mass hallucination.

Offensia: Yr consent preceded you – 
y’re just the execute fi le.

gLand.bot: White pill, black pill, pink 
pill, smiley pill.

Offensia: Dark matter’s just 
information you can’t see. The 
cosmic unconscious.

gLand.bot: Call it what you like, 
the impossible conspires to be 
known.

Ϫ
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TIME IS A DREAM
THAT EXISTS WHEN WE DON’T
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PANDEMIC 
SPELLS PAN
DEMONIUM

NO TIME TO 
BREATHE 

(A SIGH OF RELIEF)
moon through the window, 

ice on the panes
[political] pornography isn’t 
deferred gratifi cation, but 
[the] endless gratifi cation 
[of power] -- it demystifi es 
“seduction,” the [redacted] 
economy of unconcealment 
[declassifi cation], & “reveals” 
everything instantly [naked 
power], over & over again
HELLO, ARE YOU HAPPY?

thus the logos of 
deep fate...?

G O O D 
N I G H T 
W H I T E 
B R I D E !
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here: this meatspace the drone=body 
subsists off  / here: the nexus is 
ether=wired meltdown=luminous / at 
fi rst it dims, then the negative feedback 
energy / wormlike, a thick primordial, 
teething unrest, tri=dimensional / ocean 
caves lit by incendiary crash=lines, dis-
embowelled organisms descending El 
Niña gyres with eyesocket force (because 
this is the seen world its simulacrum its 
mimetic paradigm disguised in predatory 
crevice slime / the high=noon glimmer of 
volumetric dark (the form of the seen 
world (the form of the world as [if] seen 
(& what is *seen*? these recent octopus 
dreams / a perilous down=scything, reso-
lutely bodyconscious, of its mind’s eye / 
mind die -- descaled back=birth into the 
puritanic mysterium: fl esh concepts of 
sanctifi ;scarifi :cation / actively creates 
dominant hippocampus; swamp seduc-
tion; psychic command lines; bound-
ary ooze=space; regions of esoteric 
behaviour; empty MUDgrrl doll=time / 
all violence being consensual, all con-
sensus violent / our children, pure se-
mantic carapaces splashed warm with 
liquid hydrocarbon / a bilion $$ buys a 
lot of multicellular orgasm / impossible 
if to maintain order under post=evolved 
conditions, sterilising their teeth before 
darkness lifts & neons feuds w/ ultravio-
let / a resembling stomach: how did their 
fi ngers wind up down her throat in the 
fi rst place? necessity to leave the fl oor in order to start getting up 
/ every multitude contains a desperate imagination of time, years 
apart / escape had been blocked off  to make escalation possible / last 
seen on TV / a struggling mouth to feed & never enough virus / I AM 

existence comes from 
a place of suffer-
ing, to be understood 
is a curse or to be 
kept secret. it is to 
be kept hidden in the 
inner mind of one who 
would attain great 
enlightenment. to be 
understood is to be 
comprehended of the 
mind & the body of 
those who would at-
tain enlightenment. 
to be understood is 
to be comprehended 
of the inner mind of 
that who would at-
tain the highest 
enlightenment. to be 
understood is to be 
comprehended about 
what goes on in the 
mind of one who will 
attain the greatest 
enlightenment. to be 
understood is to ex-
plain about the inner 
mind of one who is to 
attain the highest 
enlightenment. to be 
understood is to ex-
plain about the inner 
mind of one who would 
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NOT LAND I AM NOT SEA / dead grrlz 
kiss you tenderly their pale hands bleed in 
worship / this postmortem stasis=frenzy 
(if it moves, kill it): side=eff ect is snuff  
technology time=spirals in 20:20 retrovi-
sion, new para: edge scream acid=drip 
THEY WERE COOKED / shoving into the 
cinched testicular region called Literature 
-- they fuck as if they were already dead, 
the whole wide world comes to mourn / 
“tell me (all) about yrself, for example are 
you real are you really sick?” / the disease 
is spreading, slipped between screening 
rooms, the slick crack in the fi rewall / I’M 
BURNING CAN’T YOU SEE Y’RE BURN-
ING ME? / a great mystery has wasted it-
self on particulars, alloys of pure sulphur, 
etc.: “i had such a bad anxiety attack i was 
in the hospital. it took about 3 months. i 

had to go to the psych ward to get help. it was in a large room with 
a chair on a table with an armchair placed on the table & a compu-
ter on the fl oor. they all laughed at me. i didn’t know what to do. 
they told me i was hallucinating. to this day i still have nightmares 
about it. i’ve been to my therapist twice but there is nothing i can 
do besides feel like i’m dying.” / “Don’t forget that in some countries 
people have been jailed for using the wrong software to access real-
ity.” / “plz, i’m begging you, don’t do this. i’m so dead. i hope you 
die.” / knowing language is self=harm & doing it anyway;precisely 
for this reason (does self even exist?) the next language hoax will be 
the end / suddenly i remember once the humxn body, stretched into 
episodes / kafk a dispers(i)on points, localised, universal (suicide is 
too far) / this tongue between teeth lips stretched palms membranes 
chasms / “Ses textes trouvent ainsi leur parfaite description” / infi l-
tration begins at birth (poetry is the virus, une “guérilla virale”): only 
the irrational elements are meaningful / centuries of kapitalism have 
proven: the beauty & fl ow of a tranquil narration, “man’s inhumxnity 
to man,” takes place on a magic wave of reverie / the emotive heart-
beat like axioms setting fi re to an observation deck / thrown onto the 

Exploding heads, sup-
purating pores, plun-
dered veins. [visible 
confusion] extinction 
is a work-in-progress 
/ bloodsoaked manu-

script pages one jpeg 
at a time > those who 

forget the future 
are doomed to repeat 
it / wading through 

glitchslime “existing 
to completion” [+/- 

terminal contact high 
in subjectile cryo-
pods] [music transi-
tions to catatonic]: 
“no representation in 

lieu of.” 
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moving screen, alive in a hot future / can 
you think of a reason? / live=action sema-
phores miming response -- these are the 
migraine=provoking syndromes of our 
times, vanquished by perspective / love 
w/out memory, the possibility of other 
dimensions / meaning is one electron 
at a time / the questions below are for 
consideration once the world has failed 
/ a completist lies awake at 3:00a.m. 
in coalition with their resurrection ma-
chine / showing the virgin machine it 
wants us all in heaven where nothing 
escapes it / enjoyment is the passage of 
time when it doesn’t compute / there is 
no cinema, only the black side of life de-
prived of secrecy / its “liberated zones” / 
here again the eye zooms in, designed 
by a wounded dignity: mourning in the 
same streets, curfew’s detritus swept 
up in a ferment / once again boredom, 
being a matter of afterlife & undeath, 
intertwines the sentimental image of 
crime, incommunicable hatred, a closed 
circle, hours of undernourished pain / 
Orwellian police rape or suicide / last 
year in Marienbad they were arresting 
the savage & erotic jews / a villager holding a stick, the supernatural 
element fallen by the wayside / because the actual was never real, 
a tendency is always accompanied by sarcasm / put in the correct 
double=perspective, at a certain stage of development, the imago 
reappears as a slowmotion catastrophe -- hyperrational as it were 
wont to change everything / now is the horizon of our discontent, 
blackhole formulae = NO ESCAPE / this passage has in fact been tak-
en out of context & leads only underground / extinction repurposed 
to other ends, work or spirit, in that order / the spreading numbness 
of realism shot in the head: snarl & onrush / it’s only the shadow 
that responds to history’s needs / like a band of discredited thieves

forced to consume 
hemlock, skinned 
w/ oyster shells, 
burnt at the stake 
or thrown into a 
volcano, humxnity had 
fi nally arrived at its 
end=date: two exxes 
crossed in the sand, 
two exxes in a fi ne 
black mica, two exxes 
soon to be eroded by 
the advancing tide, 
two exxes like the 
exxed=out eyes of a 
smiley face a child 
with a stick drew 
once upon a time on a 
seashore marooned far 
back in the memory of 
a lifesupport system, 
the image of which is 
only now reaching you, 
though like the face 
of G.O.D. hidden in 
the Orion Nebula it 
has already died.
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death isn’t real when there’s a 
window to stare out at the great 
pixel sky ESCAPE IS FUTILE it 
whispers in yr dreams

there are loved ones who 
believe humxnity is just 
resting here on the way 
to some higher state of 
enlightenment

yr courage has brought you 
this far, only stupidity 
will take you any further 
(ancient proverb)

our father who art locks me 
in the cellar & rapes me & 
eats my children & watches 
TV wet w/ the blood of 
Iraq Bosnia Rwanda (I 
dream of unborn machetes 
is this natural???) only 
those who’ve renounced 
everything have nothing to 
lose, those w/ nothing are 
just fucked / affl  icted above 
all by the most dismal 
representations (hope e.g.) 
for centuries literature has 
modelled itself on this when 
not the rantings of G.O.D. 
Moloch voices=in=yr=head 
/ again Offensia puts on 
a mask it’s possible to see 
only the masks & fail to 
recognise anything behind 
them “Who is Offensia?” 
what an idiotic question / 
playing the property game 
you suck mine I’ll suck yrs 
su casa mi casa / self=fl attery 
will get you everything 
such rich milky manna 
of he=man in fulsome 
protein enzyme amino acid 
refl ux / G.O.D.’s eyelashes 
cumstained blue the 
celestial crucible of light 
that doth make mammals 
of us all / for we are the 
daughters of Oedipus 
Tiresias hahaha ripe for the 
telling of a trollable tragedy

փ
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Moloch:   e fi rst shape of fear is baseless hope.

Offensia:  All hope is baseless.

Moloch:  All fear is shapeless.

Offensia:  Truth exists to contradict what we are.

Moloch:  What you are contradicts itself.
Offensia:  We must look into the white of History’s eye.

Moloch:   e blindness of experience is the true path.

Offensia:  To make experience possible it must fi rst be 
acted out.

Moloch:  W/out words.

Offensia:  Only w/ words!

Moloch:   e image is a thorn in yr eye.

Offensia:  I don’t believe in images.

Moloch:  Too bad.

Offensia:  If I don’t start somewhere it’ll never end.

Moloch:  Sign the confession, it’ll be easier.

Offensia:  If I kill myself I’ll never reach anyone anymore.

Moloch:  Life is a diffi  cult situation. Death, also, is a 
diffi  cult situation.

Offensia:  Reality doesn’t run on parallel tracks.

Moloch:  You can only know at the end what was already 
known at the beginning.

Offensia:  My dreams are an alien country.

Moloch:   ere are no dreams. A poet is always dreamless.

Offensia:  Violence can be a form of embodied intelligence.

Moloch:  Perhaps y’ve discovered yr destiny after all.

Offensia:  All destinies are ferocious in their horror. Or 
else are nothing.

Moloch:  Nothing will come of nothing.

Offensia:   en my heart really is the heart of a dog.
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THEY RE
COGNISE ONLY 
ONE LAW, 

THE 
LAW OF 
POWER
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Yorick was the late 
king’s funnybone, 
cld get a rise even 
out of a dead dog. A 
Hegel with a bagel 
down his pants & 
Rousseau under his bicycle seat. A cool 
head w/ bells on. They called him the 
Lars von Trier of the antique position, 
hahaha. A real ham actor’s missionary 
Hamlet, minus the homo=cidal impulses. 

A true fuckwit of the realm, in other words. Why’d they dump such 
a prime cut in a mass grave, then, you ask? Out in the backwoods, 
where the bourgeoisie hide the shameful bodies of their suicidal 
daughters? (They conned you into believing that dutiful little cunt 
Ophelia drowned herself? A rat, I say. A rat, 
a rat, she was fucked by a rat!) Satire’s long 
dead but the funeral’s only just started. Alas 
poor Yorick! Well who’d want to inherit some 
old pederast’s pet headjob when y’ve got a 
certifi ed queen to boot about the boudoir & a 
cuckoo in the closet? Or behind an arras? Or 
shipboard bound for Mother England? G.O.D. 
save Dodi Fayed! Paris is indeed a picture 
this time of year. Cld this be happiness? Are 
these not the pontifi c entrails dangling from 
lampposts we were so long ago promised? 
Laughing the way they shoot fi sh in barrels, 
a real gut=laugh, a real noonday cackle w/ all 
that egg dripping from yr face. Well who’s the 
funny one now, then, eh? Who’s the fucking 
funny one now?

you might think buried 
in that ghoulash of 
greymatter & ganglia 

& pulsating gunk 
there’s a spotless 
mind that amplifi es 

the universe but when 
you get right on down 
to the nitty gritty 

it’s just a skull with 
interior décor 

a bony growth, 
mineral deposit, 

lime=scale, 
grinning calciums:

what’s a mensch
without rocks

in his head?

EXPENDABLE 
NO LESS THAN 
DISINTERESTED, 
THESE LUSH 
SITUATIONS, ARIA 
& RECITATIVE, 
THE EASE OF 
CONTEMPLATION, 
THE UNEASE OF 
COMPLETION, 
SOUNDING IMMENSE 
TAUTOLOGIES IN 
THE DEAFEST OF 
EARS – SO WHY 
ISN’T THE FOOL 
SATISFIED?
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— We’ve kept our tongue in a tourniquet till it turned black a rotten 
unmoored gastropod spat from its shell.

— No G.O.D. is content w/ a small circle of admirers.
— We will speak of the magnetism of images!
— Poetry loves you because y’ve failed & are miserable.
— Yr words are mental germs & because the sun shines from our 

rectum we’re immune.
— A drop of elixir as upon a volcano!
— Idiocy as far as the eye can see.
— Is life even worth living?
— We’ve cut our throat so often there’s nothing now but bone & 

gristle.
— Just because words exist doesn’t mean you exist.
— We’ve seen our refl ection in the eyes of others.
— Nor do they exist.
— Death is fi nite, parody is infi nite.
— The point is knowing when to throw away the key. Every key 

demands a lock & every lock a door & every door a confi ned space.
— We once found a bird w/ a broken beak. It’d fl own into a window, 

not because it was confused but to prove it was real.
— The window or the bird.
— The window is the bird.
— Exit, pursued by a mirage.
— A stage direction is like a cop standing out in the middle of the 

traffi  c waving a stick, on a one-way street.
— After all, crime & western history aren’t always the same thing.
— Silence doesn’t preclude its opposite.
— To speak in the voice of the dead word!
— The fate of a G.O.D. is to be done to death.
— Time & our errors have indeed preceded us.
— Is it true that distress is the only hope?
— We know only the lines we’ve been given to recite.
— Another Sisyphus hauling a full burden of meaning, then?
— There are fi ctions more compelling than truth, were it to exist.
— C’est une catastrophe qui soutient le réel!
— Nothing is real, everything is permanent.
— Only change is permanent.
— My dear, there is only change.
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saltlick Utah steel 
obelisk G.O.D.=odyssey 
marketing pitch “Lot 
in Sodom” cuck mania 
at these coordinates

heatscape drugbang we 
cute electronic warfare 

protein=fold AI okay 
g=string starting soon 

doll latex fun

trans gore amphetamine 
log=on sigil karmic 
gun love is doomed 

seige brings halfnaked 
result Stalin meme

to submit Derrida 
sieved through Swiss 

cheese throes of 
malignant semblance 
hello today is the 

last last day 

fl atline anon 
masks nightsoiled 
Frankenstein radio 

control simp protest 
technique organism w/ 

camera eyes

nova aftermath 
pre=saved lugubrious 

mass oscillatory based 
fi re hazard weird 

shipping container 
monolith

I squat upon the rubble of this 
extinguished Earth & already 
birds are singing in the scaff olds 
the whole hellish contraption 
drags itself back up by its teeth 
oh sentimentality! a child pissing 
in the wind! a salt sea spray! 
what a fi ne thing we’ve made 
from our pure love the adagios 
of blood in these veins I’m 
laughing I’m yawping my lungs 
out it’s December the plague 
was never gone it was in us the 
moment we fi rst opened our eyes

Ѯ

*resist the inevitable, nothing is certain
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the power 
of horror 

lies in the 
unpresentable 

taking (a) 
form, without 

having (a) 
form
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ELEMENTS IN TENSION, AT SEEMING CROSS=PURPOSES, 
VIRTUALLY ANTAGONISTIC, IN ETERNAL STRUGGLE, 
WHICH NEVERTHELESS, BY AN EFFECT NEITHER 
WHOLLY THAT OF DIRECTION NOR OF SPONTANEOUS 
CO=OPERATION, NEITHER OF ORDER NOR OF DISORDER, 
COME TOGETHER TO PRODUCE A “WORK OF ART” 

everything might’ve been happening 

w/out anything being done, 

except that everything was being done 

yet nothing was happening
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They’ve eroticized the struggle w/ kapitalism 
the question is which way you want to be 
fucked & which way you deserve to be fucked. 
Someone said duck & cover. We exploded. 
There were exit wounds all over the place 
but no way out: is this the defi nitive form 
of erectile dysfunction? Desire has no fi xed 
abode but is constantly being addressed, 
“to whomsoever it may concern.” Survival 
was yesterday’s deathwish w/ nothing left to 
eat. Be glad there are things you can’t see. 
Initially they danced when Hell began freezing 
over, but then they didn’t. It cld’ve happened 
to anyone. The fi rst in line to be shot were 
the philanthropists. Massaging each other’s 
cocks to strains of Someday My Prince Will 
Come. History had a way of slipping out the 
fi re=escape w/ no clothes on, right before the 
scene change. Daylight saving was as close as 
any of them ever got to an economic theory 
– vampyrism on the other hand was a cinch. 

Preferring fi ction over poetry being a sure 
sign of authoritarian impulses: every good 
boi delights a fascist. (Pls assist us in assisting 
you by answering these simple questions: 
Is painlessness all it’s cracked up to be? 

When was the last time you talked to yrself in earnest? If you cld 
be anything, why wld you?) The refund came w/ a surprise: fi rstly 
the weighing of options – this was required to take place in zero 
gravity only. *Also freefall. Left exposed, the insurrectionary act is 
summed up by a photo of Marat in his bath. Consider: the virtues of 
unreasonable contempt (led to imagine the only thing necessary for 
staying alive is to avoid being dead). For some time the plague had 
no name – physicians chose to apply mercury to pustules for sport. 
These facts languished archaically at one=minute=to=midnight. 
Before being hanged, the last clockmaker promised as much, 
though they’d’ve preferred dollars. Show us a mirror w/ one original 
thought, they said. But it was just a piece of glass w/ strangers inside.

there were species, 
long extinct, 
that once lived 
by reconnecting 
images to the 
unknown worlds 
they came from

you can always 
say everything: 

language contains 
everything 

(Jorge Semprún)
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I arrived in Golemgrad af-
ter midnight not knowing 
where my contact wld be. I 
was supposed to check into 
the Hotel ______ & wait for 
a message, only the hotel 
didn’t exist. It looked like 
I was being set up.

Cops’d made a habit of 
knocking on Moldbug’s door 
whenever they were in the 
neighbourhood. “I’m afraid 
I won’t be able to help you 
today, gentlement.” Blam 
blam blam. 

Each day the unbearable 
heat followed by nights of 
torrential rain. At dawn 
it began all over again, 
like a couple of interroga-
tors turning over the same 
script, the fi rst working you 
w/ the brass knuckles, then 
the second giving you the 
water treatment.

The idea of G.O.D. amounted 
to saying that between two 
arbitrarily remote points A 
& B the most direct route 
also passed through every 
other point in the universe. 

Every cop Moldbug’d ever met 
had a phobia about windows, 
always crossed a room on the side furthest from the 
drapes. “Never know when one 
of them things’ll just open 
up & swallow you…”

It was a point of honour 
that whenever a writer got 
brought in for interrogation 
they made sure afterwards 
the sonofabitch committed 
seppuku w/ his writing pen.

There was something dan-
gling from the lamppost at 
the end of the street, it 
was a body, too beaten to 
make out a face. No=one paid 
it any attention. “Hey sis-
ter, who’d they lynch this 
time?” “Dunno, them bankers 
all looks alike.”

First talking android they 
put in a uniform went AWOL 
through the Malecón w/ an 
M60 machinegun, mowed down 
every civilian it cld draw a 
bead on. It was what the au-
thorities were prone to call 
an “unfortunate situation.”

G.O.D. walks into a bar, “We 
don’t serve yr kind here,” 
sez the barman. G.O.D. pulls 
out an iron cross, “Serve as 
an example then,” & crucifi es 
the motherfucker right there 
on the premises.
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W H A T  I T  I S ,
N O T  W H A T  I T ’ S  A  “ S Y M B O L ”  O F
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& as we welcome 
every d(r)ead 
delight //
parallels can be drawn           insipid
   third mind incipit
              core               incipient
broken spinal cord               insentient cutting from
              chord / a wrung note
                        wrong knell / (a)sphyxiated
brianshocked into the headlights      (b)roken bottle
tongue crowned in smashed enamel      (c)rash landing 
makes auratic musings of delinquent 
                         deliquescent life 
                         delectable
                                  unguided by 
                                            permissions*
[*“Nobody” w/ padlocked mouth, etc.]

it pleases G.O.D. to 

consider Himself 

the proverbial 

damsel=in=distress
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As she lies there 
expecting Night 
to fall upon her, 
Offensia: “I am the 
apex of the Alpha, 
the hole in the 
Omega.” A month has passed 
since she last saw the sky, the sun, 
the very air is grey, black, thick 
w/ ants, dung beetles, cockroaches, 
drowning in the fallout. Her 
mind was a nest of scorpions, 
pale, subterranean scorpions. 
“I will not go among people 
like a vampyr in a box,” she 
said. Life is almost impossible 
to imagine. Cataclysm never 
far off . Knowing the process 
does nothing: blood, yet hunger’s 
abject power is still only an 
idea weighing in the gut, in the 
knotted intestine.  ese & other 
voluptuous diagrams of her 
error, forever to be punished 
by ghosts trapped in an object 
phase of representation. 
Centuries of misuse & constant 
transmutation, all the stolen 
hours, in life as it is in crime, 
murder by ridicule, suicide 
by inanition, eternal youth 
ravished by incontinence. “And 
after my hundredthousand 
circumcisions they still expect 
me to kiss their dead G.O.D.’s 
bones?”

What must 
we do, what 
must we 
become, 
in order to 
survive?
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for we are 
suicide 
bombers in 
a war of 
TOTAL 
PARADOX what fi rst appears as a mountain is in fact the 

refl ection of a lake within itself / an inverted abyss 
blackening the sky.............HERE

TIME EN
DS

encumbered
by dead 
weights, 

the 
forshadowed 

world 
singed upon 
a wall in 
Hiroshima; 

destiny 
awaits upon 
a burning 
plain, a 
forest of 
suicides, 

horned 
devils 
buried 
in ice, 

barometrics 
of super
natural 

awe, black 
talons, 

cacus (“the 
way of 

the soul 
through 
mapless 

purgatory”)

TRAGIC
(a one=act opera):
Offensia opens 
her heart & 
inside it’s black.

*(alt. version):
blue pigment 
from across the 
sea means an 
IED in her head 
timed to go off  
at the End of 
History.

† How many times 
must a womxn be 
born before they call 
her “Caesar”?
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Offensia steers onto the Bridge. 
Instant fl ashback: VOUS ENT-
REZ LA ZONE TORRIDE. Her 
mind reached out into the ether, 
touched psychic epiderm: the 
question was waiting there, but 
what was it? Too long they’d 
been distracted by the possibility 
of going on forever, then brought 
to heel by the impossibility, pre-
cisely, of going on forever. “Eve-
ryone here has come back from 
the dead,” she tells herself, “or is 
death.” Moloch had a talent for 
never being too far away – just as 
now, cakewalking out of the mist 
in which the far side of the Bridge 
seemed perpetually shrouded, 

like Uncle Sam on stilts. 
The closer he came the 
less ridiculous & more 
terrible he looked. The 
marrow of his spine, for 
example, had turned 
to a wavering column 
of black ants, his head 
atop it like a ball of ani-
mated gas. There was 
no=one manning the 
checkpoint, there never 
was anymore, after the 
Singularity. Past the 
abandoned pillbox, the 
Malecón’s dim neon 
drifted down through 
the water, a map of 
something overlaying a 
blank unseen territory. 

Using talismans to orientate, the 
giant searchlight moon smeared 
against constellations that erupt 
periodically in faint pixels of fl ack 
& disappear, one by one. “What’re 
you looking for?” Moloch said. 
His voice wasn’t like anything but 
then nothing ever is. Was she re-
ally seeing him or was it done with 
mirrors? He seemed to exist by 
sheer suggestion, grossly repug-
nant. “Not looking for anything, 
except you keep turning up.” The 
thought crossed Offensia’s mind 
that Moloch was just a glitch in 
the programme, which occurred 
whenever the programme didn’t 
have her number. She kept an 
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alarm clock in her pocket for such 
occasion & wld secretly wind it & 
set the alarm ringing just to see 
the eff ect. Moloch, though, was 
unmoved. “Y’ll have to do better 
than that.” “I was born not out 
of choice & w/out necessity, why 
shld I do anything?” It was obvi-
ous this was a kind of puzzle she 
was supposed to solve in order to 
gain access to a diff erent level of 
the game. It required a degree of 
concentration almost impossible 
to sustain. Below them she cld 
hear the scavengers knee=deep 
in the river, their skin dyed 
black by the black waters. 
Black blood, she thought, 
the words just came to her 
out of nowhere. Menstrual 
death. Moloch did some-
thing strange with his eyes, 
which weren’t really eyes 
at all but the golden orbs 
of two fat ugly spiders. The 
eff ect was vaguely idiotic. 
She cld see something had 
cracked inside, perhaps it 
was a spell being undone, 
soon he’d just be dust-
motes catching the light of 
the streetlamps. Nothing’s 
random. Offensia peered 
into the mist where Plague 
Island was meant to be, 
just a name now for some-
thing that didn’t exist any-
more: you crossed the 

Bridge & then the world ended, 
or rather it didn’t but telescoped 
off  into infi nity, because at some 
indeterminate point you entered 
the Singularity. One day the 
Quarantine Zone had imploded 
& bit by bit it’d sucked all of Go-
lemgrad into it, except the Ma-
lecón, tethered by the Bridge like 
a demi=abortion dangling from 
an umbilicus to be reeled back in 
to feed on the dead fl esh. Some-
where inside the Singularity, 
entropy wld be hungrily gnaw-
ing at its guts – just biding time. 

Џ
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WHAT SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY HAS 
YR ACCOUNT BEEN UP TO?
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capitale de la douleur
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□after the third 

death all the 

corpses start 

looking alike

“CINEMA” PIECE: In a single 
continuous shot the camera 
records a series of improvised 
scenes performed by a group 
of actors. The camera frames 
what is visible & is not 
visible. In addition, each 
scene is observed by impassive 
spectators. The spectators 
gradually move closer & closer 

to the actors until fi nally 
it’s as though the actors are 
performing their scenes like 
swimmers in a humxn sea. At no 
time do the actors betray any 
awareness of the spectators, 
nor do the spectators attempt 
to interfere with the actors. 
When further action is rendered 
impossible, the fi lm ends.
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is not each of us Offensia? 
is not Offensia all?

under fl oodlight barrage sleepless 
in solitary / confi nement is ontology 
by other means an overexplosed 
greybrown megapixel scoria decorates the fallout shelter unable 
to hold onto thoughts for even a moment I’ve been here before 
repe   on will decide what happens next arbitrary  mescale rou  nes 
of boredom / suicidal distress they’ve wiretapped the impenetrable 
sanctuary in my head even the hole I shit into = an informant[’s ear] 
there’s nothing they don’t already know their albino rat=eyes of 
pink latex confessions are worthless here except as entertainment /
echoing down into the depths they’re playing our tune these karaoke 
walls third mind symphonies of numb prolapse ironically or not 
remission is the cancer that threatens to consume the world & this 
opportunity mustn’t be squandered >once again the horizon melts 
into a trepana  on pool I am the Spas  ckGrrl of my dreams fl ummoxed 
in a pool of my own drained=out Dasein the vomi  ng currawongs the 
invisible needle fi sh & again the imaginary conversa  on —I’m so  red 
of killing  me what wld I have done all those years ago way back when 
s  ll believing there were choices if I’d known I’d end up becoming 
my own assassin? —All the melodrama of being infatuated with a 
desperate illusion —Being dead to 
the world —Being at peace w/out 
demons screeching from mouth & 
anus I want to die with words like 
Agrippina’s on my lips Smite my 
womb! mercy isn’t a revolu  onary 
sen  ment & besides the comedy’s 
over it barely even began staggering 
ever=onward into the same hellhole 
Si j’avance, suivez=-moi! Si je recule, 
tuez=moi! Si je meurs, vengez=moi! 
my loyal idiots to thee I bequeath 
the right of insurrec  on the right to 
dignity the right to eat freely of the 
fruit of odious debt Are you even 
listening to me? Beethoven was deaf 
as a post how cld he have known one 
word of what G.O.D. was telling him?  

PSYCHOSIS 
BUILDS 
MACHINESo q

չ
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fi eld report: MOLDBUG. concerning the 
subject “Nyx gLand” missing presumed, 
etc. surveillance discontinued. having 
reconnoitered the local mortuaries, etc. 
identity theft hypothesis: airports, 
railway stations, mountain passes. local 
authorities tight=lipped. loose ends. 
otherwise unsubstantiated. the enclosed 
note: “follow the cryptocurrencies.” 
acct# zero zero zero. beware prime. 
interrogation has so far failed to 
yield. enhance image. suspect our agents 
are being followed. revert to deep 
cover. last known connection to item 
of interest. Q: who or what is Offensia?

who will do the 
explaining when 
all the witnesses 

are dead? we have 
played our part / 

we have disposed 
/ we have erased 

everything
w/out exception 
delete the names 
/ deep cover 
artefacts / tactical 
diversion / drop 
point / passport 
will facilitate X / 
number will gain 
access to Y / leave 
no trace / poison 
as last resort / as 
last resort fi re / air-
strike coordinates 
/ identify launch-
code: ÖDIPUS
----------------
----------------
----------------
----------------
----------------
----------------
----------------
----------------
----------------
-- happiness can 
only be thought 
of as something 
lost, as a 
beautiful alien 
(Sloterdijk)

Ծ

she has trolled 
G.O.D. w/ those 

psychotic eyes  
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FOR THE LULZ, 
SWEETLIPS
(justice doesn’t enter 
into the defi nition of the state)

afraid of being lost 
wanting only to lose myself

just posting these 
pics so people 

know i’m high= 
value otherwise i 
might disappear 

into an egoless 
vacuum, no other 
particular reason
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HORSE IS HORSE

OF COURSE OF COURSE
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time coexists but w/out damage / 
abruptly vanishing (art begins w/ what 
can’t be known: everything else is 
perfunctory) / un ballet méconique / but 
a miracle is only miraculous by facets, 
born of heavy affl  iction / sunrise over the 
glitch sea / an afterbirthed gourmandise 
/ turning to ashes in a mouth that 
never ceases to consume itself (I say 
born, not hatched) / the fi rst principle is 
disillusionment, arisen like a reprieved 
corpse; like the ecstacy in an ape’s 
sleight of hand / for who hasn’t dreamt 
of being the Holy Virgin’s cunt, author 
of the original plague? it’s no less true 
that all genuine art leads us by a detour, 
which may be longer or shorter, back to 
incest / the shifting sands of emphasis 
tell the tale: ONLY THAT WHICH 
LACKS AN “INNER CONTRADICTION” 
IS TRUEORFALSE / we have bled 
under the ideology of despondency, 
crossing the high alps of the species 
barrier, only to break upon the schist of 
impossible foothills, every sq inch mined 
/ December taught us the sovereign 
power of the microcosm; January was 
a farce / the allure of self=interest was 
never so remote from that ancient sound 
of gangways left banging in the wind as 
our ships sailed w/out us -- life on Mars, 
c’est nous! / let it be known, nothing was 
in vain, a closed & complete system is 
itself like G.O.D. w/ eyes glowing in the 
dark in the cosmic fallout sex=robot 
double=happiness / & though we have 
lived in Molochian times we have died 
preternaturally far from the dreams of 

NOTHING IS 
FIXED,
EVERYTHING IS 
PERMUTED
we begged to be 
allowed to fuck it 
before we ate it before 
we fi t it into the dark 
hole in our vein a 
hole the size of all the 
despair in the world 
come home to roost to 
fl ameout on re=entry 
vector phoenixlike to 
lay its rotten golden 
alien egg

remittance not w/out 
turpitude *these & 
other “interior radi-
ations” of the brain 
[cosmic rain sema-
phores of Neanderthal 
art production] te-
rochromat point&shoot 
DESTROY ALL VAMPYRS 
>kafkabugs in soylent 
inventory boost >mon-
keys w/ blue balls 

ջ
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lachrymose riot cops / listen, there’s more 
than one way to fuck a rat / art was never 
an afterthought of necessity / the spinning 
world in bias engines life & we, too, are 
nuclear eschatology / motets of ancient 
indescribable music, each more terrible than 
the one preceding / for what we ARE not 
what we MEAN! / (language purifi es after 
the fact) / the prose of a wall deconstructed 
by shrapnel, exploding engines, the mouth 
of G.O.D. that spits in yr eye telling you 
that information = mass = energy = endless 
work / because every psychopath loves an 
alienist & there’s no such thing as “fi xed 
capital” only circulation / RNA machines 
of pandemic unlife going into replication 
mode / substacks / glitchbots / rectifi cation  
in the rectal & fecal / to exist, she said, is 
like shitting w/ yr hands tied behind yr back: 
nothing is easier & more diffi  cult / another 

///submerged beneath the sea///

-- what new madness 
is this? [old hat] 
_they think it’s 
over but the plague 
hasn’t even hap-
pened yet!_ hive-
bound in soulless 
morphology, circa-
dian clocks, adre-
nal glands, thyroid 
& pancreas? for is 
not the apocryphal 
madwomxn both sage 
<&> mountain? [en-
lightenment was al-
ways a doomed cul-
tural enterprise]; 
a radioactive decay 
mechanism dreaming 
of one more grace 
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rubber=walled false perspective from a 
point of induced comfort / diazepam in the 
Oedipus Complex / life isn’t a “biological 
fact” but a slow=burn incendiary device 
retrieved from deep space / for reasons 
unknown the next future will be no diff erent 
from this one, like a vaccine designed to 
produce a political response, screaming 
DEATH TO ALL PARASITES! / (the pressure 
of idiocy is a universal driving force) / & of the 
heroic period of humxn catastrophism, such 
poetry as a billion years of coal=enfolding 
night / mind=breath eugenics of assisted 
self=rape / riding the Horses of Apocalypse 
sidesaddle or soft=optioned out the 
evacuation chute / everything co=rectifi ed 
by order / anxiety hygienics, manias of 
cause&eff ect stealing applause wherever 
it can be found / alien=invader obituary 
planet news / the dream of utopia is the 
dream of socialism only w/out the profi t 
margin: consequences? / (History always 
has one hands down yr pants & the other 
round yr throat) / the objective was to 
produce new atmospheric conditions that 
dissipate w/out trace, in lieu of breathing 
/ sex only deviates from rules=of=state 
to become them / OCD’d into backbrain 
echolalias of intractable force, retold in 
episodes of emoted violence accumulated 
to such a degree as to be the only thing 
visible / switch to overdrive / a signifying 
monkey in outerspace watching the onset 
of cosmic contagion & no rescue mission 
in sight / are these fi nally the END TIMES? 
or just the parabolic arc of a blackhole 
crashlanding in the vicinity, exhausted 
by the spectacle of its own vertigo?

writing point.blank

note before the 
shooting gallery 
>deadhand con-
certo in the fever 
clinic: “planets 
can indeed survive 
the death of their 
stars” (another 
gLandian reprisal 
kidnapping: THE 
GOLEMGRAD ANOMALY 
[they were miss-
ing before the 
machines even 
noticed they were 
there / cloned by 
meatfactory Ahabs 
to be blackmailed 
by G.O.D. -- ex-
amples were made, 
spiders hatch-
ing from groins 
in formalin [is 
not the image of 
the plague in some 
part the plague 
itself?]

Ѩ
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Sliced in granite, a piece 
of language jutting above 
the snowline, among the 
blackened ostraka, the 
glistening bones, vowelled, 
disconsolate, in this exile’s 
omphalos, where all the 
names must eventually end, 
belonging only to those 
who can no longer claim 
them. Offensia stands 
there like Eve in prefall 
paradise, the original bone 
garden, contemplating this 

strange fruit of G.O.D.’s sabbatical – giver of names, 
& of the name of names, le mot juste, handed down 
through solemn etymologies of consubstantiation 
– moi et mon droit – the power 
of a word as portentous 
as it is ridiculous, miming 
the fi ction of a discrete Being 
that has ceased to dwell in its 
mother tongue & now lies, intestate, 
somewhere along the timeline 
of a decadent carbon-14 isotope. 
All oracles conclude here! 
Must she, now, also go to the dead 
& love them, like a shade 
among the ruins 
narrating its own fall, 
an afterthought’s 
afterthought? 
But is the love of the dead 
any more sincere 
than the love of the 
undead? 

only underground do you know 
where you truly stand

Δ

“even my nightmares grow 
holes” (William Gass)
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THE MOMENT YOU THINK Y’RE REAL,
YOU LET YR GUARD DOWN
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IT IS 
YOU EAT 
IAMB

according to [the] Scriptures señor G.O.D. may 
fuck whomsoever He doth please a tragedy 
anchored in the class struggle of polymorphous 
prole & phallical mumsy those are cocks, dear, that 
were her eyes before they cut off  the electricity 
for nonpayment let us shed one last salty tear

they dream 
of a pan

optical micro
surveillance 

state that 
can’t even 

finger 
its own 

hole

no 
image 
but 
mimesis 
itself is 
the re
present
ation
of power

*who shall be the subject of these 
further investigations?

FINIS 
CORONA 
OPUS
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i am the rain. i am the image 
in the kaeidoscope looking 
out. i am the creeping anxiety. 
i am what makes sense of life 
after you are dead. i am the 
voice in the backmasking. the 
static whispering through the 
trees. the glitch in the mirror. 
the imaginary faucet that 
drips in the night. i am the 
attrition of all the clocks of 
all the dogged chronologies 
of all the revelations without 
end. i am the birthplace of 
every god & every iconoclast 
sent to bury them. i am the 
insomnia of the world. i eat 
what i create. i am beautiful.
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the 
“terrible 
beauty” 
of 
THE END
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& now the screws are tightening 
> another haptic new year BDSM 
cosplay aftermath: living on / 
borderline schizes, oscilloscoped, 
endocrinal, metempsychoses -- 
tomorrow’s just one=more=day in 
the futures market sans rejoinder 
/ calendar apes in orbital suicide 
pact / escape pod to nowhere 
[space = time’s detritus] -- under 
the mask where they’d hoped to 
discover more than dead respiration 
hydraulically forced [photographs 
to substantiate], the daughters 
of Offensia [exhibiting quite the 
family resemblance, wldn’t you 
say?] grrlz w/ only one cock 
troubling their spacesuit fl uid 
dynamics -- such abjects as love & 
fi delity on continuous rpt [violence 
was their sole chimerical] -- thus 
embodiment represents the plague 
in its particulars, but does not 
interrogate > this next new horizon 
blanched in full light “rapacious” 
-- to be what takes precedence: all 
else feigning, progenitrix, after 
the fact. but who shall name it?

NEITHER LYRIC 
EVOCATION, 
NOR EUPHORIC 
POIGNANCE, 
NOR THE 
SARCASM OF DIS
ILLUSIONMENT

fi nish what you kill! (once more the END 
refuses to begin) how often must it be 
said that freedom doesn’t OPERATE? 
back in the mirror searching for proof 
of atrocity / for this reason all these 
things have a subject in common: 
a refuse collection / as if by right of 
having survived / the “powerful symbol” 
of a coincidence. poetry therefore 
must be BARBARIC (the rest is décor)

TRANS/CENDENTAL VECTOR
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE = 
ANGLE OF REIFICATION
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Offensia:  Devastation is never aimless: everything tends to the 
form of its destruction.

Nyx gLand:  Why’s eschatology all of a sudden my personal cross 
to bear?

Moldbug:  History’s an umbrella brandished against an 
avalanche.

Moloch:  Economy of scale is always relative.
Offensia:  A system matched only by its inverted self.
Nyx gLand:  We remember the solitary prestige of having once 

occurred, like a hologram of torn papyrus.
Moldbug:  A cycle w/out refrain?
Moloch:  There’s nothing less natural than existence, nothing 

more vain!
Offensia:  Being was always the least interesting part of 

grammar.
Nyx gLand:  Ontology is pure space opera in the key of Bm.
Moldbug:  Thus does language conspire to play the executioner!
Moloch:  Bah! Who was ever beguiled by an epitaph?
Offensia:  Too late, the poem doesn’t contain an authorial 

designation, its dirty work has already been done.
Nyx gLand:  Mediocribus esse poetis.
Moldbug:  Swine digested by History turn, in the lower guts, to 

lacquered pearl.
Moloch:  A child’s abnegatory moan!
Offensia:  Silence alone holds no mystery. Seal my lips w/ 

surgical twine, or suff er the consequences!
Nyx gLand:  Repetition carried beyond a certain point no longer 

desires to be real but turns to metaphysics.
Moldbug:  The present is the new mythic form.
Moloch:  What matters is the appearance of an instigating 

force. G.O.D. is nothing but the benediction of power!
Offensia:  Behold the original mise=en=scène.
Nyx gLand:  Caught in delusion’s ardent embrace...
Moldbug:  ...like facets of pale artifi ce.
Moloch:  Imbeciles! It’s I alone who fl ourish in this desert!
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the backwash of an entropy that 
appears to us in the fi rst in-
stance as a prime mover, Time 
itself, alien capital, G.O.D. & 
other psychic catastrophisms
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WHAT KIND OF G.O.D. 
WLD COME TO STAND 
BETWEEN MAN & 
A CLEAR CONSCIENCE?

towards a runaway process: there 
was never anything BUT alternatives 
(alternative versions of the same 
thing) -- the lost egos of polymerized 
humxn nature. another psychic portrait somewhere in the aftermath. 
their only desire was to be used well or at all. the lost workers 
paradise in total employment of damage control / survival / salvage 
/ reconstruction. catastrophe doesn’t limit its eff ects to “observable 
reality” (always closer than you think) / the machine code’s solemn 
inwardness. & though we’ve prayed to the G.O.D. of appearances / 
night still falls the poem enfolds 

in a manner 
unbecoming //  

just as resistance 
is the force of 

a hostile desire 
// this hurtling 

world // pain 
or proprietory 
self=control // 
G.O.D. exists 

because ontology 
= science fi ction 

// contraptions of 
humxn thought in 

wingless fl ight LANGUAGE IS THE 
TODESLAGER OF BEING?₼

1. all meaning is a potlatch
2. the medium of spacetime = 
   “information”
3. transcendentalism always 
   returns to babelspeak
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LIFE IS JUST UN=



103

=FINISHED BUSINESS
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TODAY ’S SPECIAL: 
FREE ASSANGE!

[if] time began w/ History 
erased on the way to madness 
& words entering like knives 
in repeat castration “the fi rst 
occassion I held a camera 
in my hand, was the end 
of the war, we captured a 
tank & inside found a 35mm 
Rorschach” / the physical 
mind -- [e]verywhere suff ering 
had already replaced ordinary 
life, bodies forged into new 
weapons, sheered of any 
holding back: it was a rule of 
the epic mode, to represent 
an action fucking its own 
fl esh “completely in the past” 
/ unspun dreams of mutable 
interskin (during this time 
period, the psychoplasmics 
visceralise) / it is the anguish 
of contradiction that is 
found to be most arousing

 ere was something about 
the way things get used & 
re=used, the way things move  
in & out of the databyss,  
working & not=working. 
 ey drew an Rx map, a broad 
adventurous description: the 
“caesura of modern society.” 
You walk out (in/of ) the 
world, over a cliff , into noth-
ing.  ey had words for that, 
electronic voice=masks, sub-
terrain movements overlaid 
with cartoon=like aff ect...

ȣ

@nyx_gLand___: welcome to the 
panic=induced seige State 
where everyone’s the Brain of 
Morbius

Offensia: i project that im like an 
otaku but im really a lesbian 
fujoshi, the otaku thing is a 
costume ;)

@nyx_gLand___: sissifi cation 
hypnosis AI embryo=selection 
gunge refl ux pays dividends
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because they were living in Amerika & 
experiencing alienation & rejection 
| intense brief confrontations often 
lasting less than a minute | on several 
occasions they speculated on the specifi c 
ways in which machines would evolve 
humxnity in the future | “the present=day 
organism refuses to die,” they said | 
wld fi ction be enough? the Complete Works 
of G.0.D. contained many typographical 
errors | inspired by chance procedure the 
future would need to be “seismographic” 
| expanding on this concept, declaring 
that with a G.0.D.=machine “anyone will 
be able to press a button” | employment 
thus makes use of the idée fi xe, a fi xed 
theme repeated certain times in a body 
at work | withdrawn, bleak | seasons 
may be programmed by metastasis, like 
architecture | through mathematics they 
had intended to arrive at the fi rst true 
thought | rarefi ed methods were employed 
to release primordial energies / for 
years afterwards they were tormented by 
guilt at having abandoned this cul-de-
sac for which they’d fought | to build a 
Golem, fi rst it was necessary to abolish 
G.0.D., only then wld humxnity be possible 
| 0=mega=man | when did they realise 
that the secret purpose of Amerika was 
disillusionment? | stripped of their 
illusions, they must traverse the void 
| an illegal immigrant is beautiful, 
exciting & above all convincing | like 
the scintillating physicality of gas 
molecules | chantant à la fi n du temps 
| Amerika & G.0.D. were only synonyms 
& language had other unfi nished business

cute G.O.D. 
but worse 

astrophysics 
was untimely 
premonition

orbits on 
its axis 

a form of 
living alienism 

do they 
hybernate 

whole on 
spaceship? 

wordwhat 
celestial 

galactic 
shitposted
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I AM ONCE AGAIN 
REMINDING YOU 
THAT CONSPIRACY 
ENTHUSIASM BEGAN 
FOR PROFIT & WAS 
LOCATED AT YOUR 
CHECKOUT LONG 
BEFORE COMPUTERS

listen to her saying, “I wasn’t 
allowed to exist. I spent 4 

or 5 hrs a day staring at the 
mirror. It was an invisible 

mirror & inside it an Invisible 
Womxn. You just want G.O.D. 

to castrate you so y’ll be me! 
G.O.D.’s no idiot in a face=off . 

Suddenly she felt like that 
black horseheaded Trojan in 
Cocteau who the bloodless 
poet wants so hard to fuck. 

“No! No! No! I’m the Invisible 
Womxn!” But G.O.D. had 

turned her into a horse alright, 
w/ a regiment of horny old 

Greeks inside, & getting 
steadily whipped for her pains. 

Oh serenity!
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stupidity 
possesses 
a transfinite 
element
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the same passion of time as when
first bled through –
  already silence
grows nostalgic for the creature
cunningly upsetting the traps –
  footprints on the moon,
memoirs of a cloned photofinish
anxiously / in homage to the Grand Mal

extinction wipes its nose
in these bright cold uncalendared days –
such impersonated talismans 
  as Art or Law
“certain eternal things
uttered for the first time”
as if, to relinquish 
  the confines / whose
dust is no more eventual than Sisyphus
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it was a state of exception that 
granted rights -- black site op-
erative terminologies (obfus-
cation is the rule-of-law) -- hy-
persexualised into the public 
realm on a purely contractual 
basis (to mark off  its division, 
like a sonnet’s) -- call it mind-
production by “pointless arte-
facts” (every fatality must be 

made to count) & behind that eff ort? darkness recomposed, dull 
rain, language fi lched from the 
underworld / a typewriter went 
in search of a brain, over the rain-
bow & up the Yangtze / inducing 
thoughts of poetic death / machine-
gunned braille / psychic damage 
FROM A SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION 
OF PLANES & LINE / BREAKS?

such are the conditions of free-
dom: a “guilty thing” surprised 
in the act of turning haemo-
globin into aromatic vinegar

resist the idea that poetry is 
Literature [a festschrift for the 

already eclipsed, in language 
already dead...]

The protagonists  
patiently expose 
themselves to genitival  
recon/struction as one of 
several strategies to fi ght 
a terror regime [the need 
for visionary prerational 
experiences begins with 
a sloughing=off of fl esh: 
the concept of “Ästhetik” 
not only denotes the 
theory of beauty in art & 
nature, but also a cri/
tique of sense perception, 
of cognitive processing, 
& the impasse of humxn 
imagi/nation. >& how 
shall Death succeed in 
being death? [a proponent 
identity loss -- suicide 
by “non=violence”

O GEHENNA! MY GEHENNA!
.....................
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Nyx:  Hello?

Offensia:  It is “I” (present to signify the 

process that exceeds it)

Nyx:   Logic is castrating.

Offensia:  Nothing will castrate nothing.

Nyx:  I shall go so far as to remain 

tender & faithful.

Offensia:  Death kisses me full on the mouth.

Nyx:  And not only on the mouth.

Offensia:  A vampyr must fi nd love wherever she can.

Nyx:  Love is a tumour cut from the souls of others & 

transplanted into our own.

Offensia:  I have no soul.

Nyx:  Yet possess many.

Offensia:  The soul is like a wet slug. Each time you swallow one, it 

crawls back up yr throat while you sleep.

Nyx:  Offensia hasn’t closed her eyes in a thousand years.

Offensia:  A mere instant. Were I to blink, y’d forever be gone.

Nyx:  I am yr reckoning. When I go, so must you.
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SHE KNEW 
THAT IF HER 

THOUGHTS 
WERE VISIBLE 
TO HER, THEY 

MUST ALSO 
BE VISIBLE TO 

OTHERS
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AS IF THE SPECTACLE WERE RESTORED 
IN ITS PRIMORDIAL FUNCTION / / / / / / / /

Ӿ
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**Offensia, a trans=hexed Patty Hearst 
kidnapped by destiny, revenge artist non-
pareil, paragon of the coup de grâce, etc.

MEANING IS ALWAYS RAMIFIED?

extruded from disorder, 
the plague virus enters 

the host through the eyes 
& replicates in the visual 
cortex – in short order it 
crosses the blood=brain 

barrier, a soft warm 
paradox (revolutionary 
discipline being able to 

exist by ceasing to exist) – 
i.e. it invades the host by 

becoming the host (power 
isn’t asymmetric, but an 

arbitrary point in a feed-
back loop*) – its end is 

neither a culmination nor 
a great overcoming, but 
the desultory cessation 

of an illusion

ʘ

*a path, for example, from a poet-
ics of erasure to a phenomenology 
of the void

In accordance w/ the ancient pre-
cept, that to name is to acquire 
power over something, they have 
summoned forth The Reviled.**

a state of irrecuperable dys-
function w/ all the poignance 
of a delirium tremens: thus do 
empires, G.O.D.s, ideologies 
wind up in the gutter. nothing 
is immune, though some things 
are more immune than others 
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01 the sun spills out over the horizon

02 naked on a thorny leopard skin

03 sick of dérive

04 all tomorrow’s cosmological brinkmanship

05 they desire recognition from the already known

06 who is this tensioned diabolus?

07 to be that humxn=headed bird that writes!

08 extinction remains a work=in=progress

09 pieces of Hiroshima in outerspace

10 the year G.O.D. died, repeated every calendar 

11 freedom to choose between the plank & the gun

12 nowhere near (the worst it can be)

13 under circumstances of our present banality

14 another demarcated zero to feed the algorithm

15 teeth in a glass along a rotational axis

16 counting again the ten drills of sleep

17 anti=fascination squads

18 continuing defi nitions of autobiography

19 locked inside a metaphorical doomsday device

20 anima is the new cryptocurrency

21 the hypostatised & unshakeable “I”

22 ants swarming along the cracks

23 womxn is the sum total of what she contradicts?

24 all things real & unreal 

25 counting the holes in the corpse

26 in truth, there is no such thing as absurdity
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    SATIRE’S 
RELATION 

TO 
    HOMICIDE 

& ITS 
HUMXN 

PURPOSE?
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they didn’t 
survive long 
enough to 
murder us 
all, but they 
wld have

A STORY OF
HOPE FOR THE 

FUTURE

the reason our
 adversaries are 
alarmed by the 
revolution we 

are formenting 
is because the 
name of this 
revolution is 

f=r=e=e=d=o=m

“the course of History 
is strewn w/ bad jokes” 

(Rosa Luxemburg)

* because you believed 
it cldn’t happen here

it DOES happen here
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from ensuing combat to pre=emptive 
civil war the risk of mental imbalance 
predetermines the construction 
of G.O.D. fi rst by autophagic cell 
death then by solemn evisceration 
these cracks in the monolith having 
for so long gone unobserved 
till canyon=sized shying from 
the “obvious” after all WHAT IS 
VIOLENCE? now that their tribal self 
is on view for all the TVs in the Solar 
System to glop at a sea of swaying 
bovine faces practicing the suff erance 
routine of masses accustomed to 

going quietly to the slaughter in Moloch=sized holy communion 
the eroticism of the manifold this hurtling world in bleak=pilled 
mind=vaccine side=eff ect for those who’d drink twice of the 
same poisoned chalice ammonium sulphate bleeds from these 
eyes like a trophied narwhal’s adorning the Great Seal of the 
Planetary Todeskomplex whose immanence is its sanctity amen

Offensia: How now 
brown cow?

G.O.D.: ...??
Offensia: Stupid 

whiteman, dreg 
of kapitalism, you 
cannot even speak 
yr language!

morbidly literal subentities 
crawling multiplying fl apping their 
abominable doomsday wings...

of all things loneliness most 
instructive -- the rupture of a 
sudden nothing -- the body stolen 
from a funeral parlour (“we live in 
a society”) -- & is not the ideal 
form of abundance the eating of 
corpses (let no good commodity go 
to waste hahaha)?

STATE OF
IN/SUR/RE A CTION
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the carnival proceeded up 
the palace steps grinning 
laughing singing tearing all 
in its path limb from limb
@RealPresidentChloroqueen: 
& so shall WE transition to 
PE₦CE IN OUR TIME! 

for G.O.D.’s sal[i]vation 
have they danced 
the Storm Trooper Fandango, 
the Camp Auschwitz Tango,
the Stop=the=Steal Ultima Stool 
in fl agrante delicto

we
’l
l 
br
ea
k 
th
ei
r 
ne
ck
s 

& 
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EVERY PREDICAMENT IS ALSO A GAME 
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an object trussed in 
plastic fi shed from the 
marsh / languo of arm 
leg une femme sans 
tête (arum lily) : she 
was a continual? / such 
contempt for probity 
/ as if daring along the 
dizzying lengths of 
a force to be desired 
/ & see so fast even 
light is contemplative 
abstraction / brought 
to a standstill in its 
“time of reckoning”?
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what is the total of all things required 
to die? a book of inoculations: there 
will be no more statements about 
the MEANING OF BEING. hello to the 
grey monsters of History, who like 
us are refugees from parts unknown. 
all things real & unreal (every last 
zero added to the ones still to come)

& did Offensia not 
refer to G.O.D. as 
“that withered, dirty, 
foul=smelling little 
ape, w/ false tits”?

PARADOX COMMITS MANSLAUGHTER 
IN EVOLUTIONARY CUL=DE=SAC / 
viz. the “political content” of 
nihilism, being a shared inorganic 
chemistry productive of “liberation 
rituals” / lest they forget how 
the suff ering of humxnity is the 
one true marvel of the universe

was its little mind 
suddenly shut? 

*e.g. economic war 

to plumb insurrection’s 
deepest mystery one 
brain ventricle at a 
time?
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YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE, 

MY ONLY SUNSHINE

an epoch is the 
expression of an illness 
that refuses diagnosis
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how a body grows more & 
more vague – a forest 
w/out birds, schön 
war die Zeit –
entering the territory
of ancient death (the executioner’s
crapulence / thighs, mouth
cratered black)
ah! the Schadenfreude
of a mother’s tongue
in the lurid emotion 
of her prodigal’s eventful return

there are consequences
they’ve paid no heed to –
voices surge 
across the sky
(a wide halfmoon 
on a dull
sheet of ground glass)
back & forth
as in Aeschylus –
the weeping masks of a mis-
begotten joke

        told once too often
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A secret police 
agent turns up in 
a remote village 
& goes to the 
butcher, who he 
attempts to persuade 
to inform on the 
local priest. But 
the butcher tells 
the cop that he’s 
unable to inform on 
the priest, because 
he knows of no 
crime the priest 
has committed. The 
cop expresses utter 

incredulity, insisting that a butcher is the natural 
enemy of a priest & should be more than eager to inform 
against one, even if it meant fabricating a crime. 
Embarrassed, the butcher makes a gift to the cop of a 
prime spare rib, by way of appeasement. The cop accepts 
the gift with profound loathing for the butcher. For 
though he is an agent of the secret police, the cop 
knows that his power to strike fear into others is 
merely a consequence of being a servant to higher 
powers. And the higher powers never put enough food on 
his table to stave off the hunger that keeps him doing 
their dirty work. Yet despite his hunger, the cop also 
knows he can’t afford to eat the butcher’s spare rib, 
because it is poisoned. So, crossing the village, he 
offers the poisoned spare rib to 
the priest, as an act of charity, 
confi dent the priest will be unable 
to refuse it. 

LIZARD 
BRAIN 

FEEDBACK 
LOOP

Ӝ
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“AU REVOIR @REALPRESIDENTCHLOROQUEEN!”
—  THE MACAQUES

20/1/2021
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words that encompass 
feeling or feelings that 
encompass words a nerve end 
connected by bureaucracy 
to the verbal cortex 
there are no metaphors in 
metaphysics only a painfully literal yearning for the brain’s inverse 
journey through blackholes & airy spirits in “leaps & handstands”  

close=captioned, a festoon, a 
psychonautical force majeure 
-- LE SILENCE AUTOUR DU 
SILENCE DE L’AUTEUR... “& it 
is this danger that mediates 
all subjectivity” (Sloterdijk)

It was necessary that the future 
disappear for reality to be 
swallowed up in the fabrication 
of the Present Disorder

Q: of what is LIFE objectively devoid?
a crisis machine 

fi nely attuned 
to the harmonics 

of disorder / 
disburdening 
the dreams of 

the liver, 
the kidneys, 
the spleen, 
the lungs, 

the oesophagus
the intestine, 

the heart, 
the severed head

G.O.D.: for I am the paradox 
of the will unable to move itself!

The impression of ambiguity 
which G.O.D.’s nature con-
veys, receives further confi r-
mation from extant photo-
graphs: every single picture 
of Him is, at fi rst sight, disap-
pointing. 

something extraordinarily 
luminous & bright / something 
transparent, immaterial, 
crystalline / something sharp 
& of glasslike brittleness / 
something formed, fi nished, 
chiselled in every detail / 
ce qui manque à nous tous

*the fetish “represents” the absence 
of a divine phallus & is immanent to it

PIG HEADS 
ROTTING 

IN ROTTER
DAM
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the dark feverdream 
returns from the 
past to torment 

La saison violente / Notice: Use of 
undefi ned constant cumshark -- assumed 
‘cumshark’ in Lautréamont spa parlour 
/ the fi rst thing was blank non=pigment 
intruding on dark eurasian morass 
/ neither male nor female neither 
MAL D’HORREUR nor MALODOROUS / such 
sweet mellifl uent cunts smiling back 
at you from the waves / ma petite 
vierge=loup bien baisée / as blasé 
as a virgin thrown to the sharks / 
scaling knife slipping up under the 
sea wolf’s gills... sliced out in 
bas relief / their eyes had been 
cordoned off (literature was a crime 
scene it was the only way it cld 
continue existing) / the plot drove 

fl agrantly at high speed into the cul-de-sac, spreading 
the cheeks for a “Virginia Woolf” / is that the worst 
you can do? there was an amputated penis rotting inside, 
at fi rst mistaken for a mummifi ed rat / ritual had already 
taken the place of myth long before the procedure entered 
the textbooks / like a Freudian “bad penny” turning up 
in the queerest places (just how bad cld Penny get?) 
/ more ante was demanded if Kapitalism wasn’t simply 
going to shit itself to death: “demand feeds demand” / 
embodiment was just something they talked about in theory 
/ le dernier Eden, par example / solo improvisations 
on the theme of shark attack erotica / a mouth full of 
asbestos: “I take on the limits of oceanography itself” 
/ their world was like the wreck of the Titanic run 
aground (believing all humxn beings carry within them 
the potential to die harmoniously to an upswell of 
violins) / Übermarionette meanwhile drives the humxn 
actor from the stage, its “I of memory” / consider the 
timeless reverberations of gravitas in space: drifting, 
devolving, disintegrating, an eye for the vortex of 
an eye / fi rst zero then nothing / their mother’s love

DISSECTION D’UNE 
FEMME ARMÉE
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The order of 
multiplication 
of the terms 
does not matter. 
The operators 
are special 
operators, 
meaning that 
they project 
onto an 
N=dimensional 
subspace. Using 
linearity, the 
projection 
operator (O) 
is equal to 
the identity 
operator (I).Ջ

FBI Martin Luther King=size porn 
indigenous oil exploration

demands China eat live baby rat 
when eco=realism & 

British Petroleum Company
are hemibrain connectomes 

living in yr crashed rent=a=car?

SAVE THE SOB STORY FOR 
SOMEONE WHO’S PAID TO LISTEN

CL ICK RAT 
TO ENTER

THE TIME FOR 
11TH=HOUR 
COMPROMISE HAS 
COME & GONE!

G.O.D. sees the isolated pinacle of His raw potential 
bulldozed fl at. “Well,” sez Moloch, “artifi cial 
intelligence aint the rarest commodity on Earth.” 
All about, enkindled fi res of nihilism illumine 
the sky, the machines’ distorted animality. Behold 
Offensia wading across the Malecón, machete in 
hand.  e waters writhe w/ stricken anacondas, rabid 
baboons, fanatical antivaxers, 
cyborg mind=cops. G.O.D. 
vents a haemorrhage=inducing 
primal screem. “Bleed for me!” 
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there’s always the possibility of nothing
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Ϛa road winding up a mountain / a 
black swan’s curved neck / smoke from 
a ransacked village inked onto the 
horizon / the queue outside a soup 
kitchen / a waveform on the verge 
of collapse / a sashay on the board-
walk / the chemtrail of an aborted 
ICBM in a stream of liquidated pix-
els bisecting the screen / an am-
biguous prosthesis / a valetudinary 
state / a treacherous riverbend by 
moonlight / an infi nite scroll / the 
solace of a deviating line / an es-
tuary spewing effl uent into the sea 
/ a semaphor blown in the wind / a 
brushstroke’s delicate calligraphy

AN ELEVATOR 
TO THE STARS 
VIBRATING W/ 

WAGNERIAN 
MUSAK

what 
doesn’t 
belong to 
reality, 
becomes 
reality

love 

at 

first 

sight
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Ϩ

all true art, stripped 
of the illusion of 

posterity, is terrorism: 
APRÈS NOUS, RIEN!

the suspended instant in which all things occur, which is to say 
their failure to occur other than as the alienation of time itself

Dear X, today the 
internet is frozen 

sections of a 
child, this was me 
year zero of the 

Transitional Regime

it wldn’t be the last Angelus Novus 
they launched into low Earth orbit 
the job came w/ built=in obsolescence 
per news cycle there were never 
enough applicants qualifi ed to be cut 
adrift in a fl oating boneyard (they’ve 
commodifi ed the suicide rate) —
grievance is lost faith in the progress 
of re=infection, autocatalytic death 
overdrive, always more to be desired 
(& still they call this unskilled labour?) 
— balance of power being a chronic 
inability to turn back time for the 
sake of killing it yet again — needless 
to say, there were ONLY incomplete 
instructions: this world was never 
intented to be built!
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MACHINE ORGASM BLACKBOX
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Offensia: Tell me what life forgets in order to constitute itself!
G.O.D.: Nothing.
@nyx_gLand___: How does Offensia return from the dead?
Offensia: How does anyone?
G.O.D.: The unpresentable exists!
@nyx_gLand___: Existence itself is contradiction.
Offensia: I have no message, I am the message.
G.O.D.: Lama sabachthani?
@nyx_gLand___: Myth is the dream of redemption from the 

coming oblivion.
Offensia: Devoured by a present instant vaster than all of time.
G.O.D.: There is no time, eternity was long ago.
@nyx_gLand___: Ah, the vertigo of ending, from a safe distance!
Offensia: Is love only the premonition of loss?
G.O.D.: First boredom sets in, then rigor mortis.
@nyx_gLand___: Arousal depicts itself cutting & bleeding & 

binding & cauterizing.
Offensia: All labour is wasted labour, nothing can be kept.
G.O.D.: The original cynicism.
@nyx_gLand___: Thus the child no longer laughs in the morning 

when it wipes the nightmare from its brow.
Offensia: Only by knowing how to die is it possible to know how to 

live.
G.O.D.: A love letter or a suicide note?
@nyx_gLand___: Love embraces zero.
Offensia: Reject & move on.
G.O.D.: Even the infi nitesimal includes the infi nite.
@nyx_gLand___: What use is mathematics when the only task that 

matters is to overthrow the regime of representation itself?
Offensia: Those who think they express the spirit of the times 

merely refl ect the spirit of the marketplace.
G.O.D.: Amen!
@nyx_gLand___: Talking in circles won’t get you anywhere.
Offensia: Exactness of purpose produces exactness of error.
G.O.D.: Indeterminacy moves in mysterious ways.
@nyx_gLand___: The world is a deadened furor.
Offensia: The world is merely dead.
G.O.D.: I am the world, you are my affl  iction.
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LIFE
IGNORES
CRUCIAL
HUMXN

QUESTIONS
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from now on 
there are only 

approximations of 
an environment / a 
grey algorithmic 
sky w/ gaussian 
storms ranged 

across vertical 
weather in places 
cracked through & 
gleeming / crisis 
is itself the lens 
of this new idea

out of the desert of negation 
into the paradise of Etherea, 
prophet [ess] of the sublime, 
purveyor of ridicule: I, Offensia, 
have split the History of the 
World like a ripe fi g!

trapped in the inter=dimension 
of anachronism -- at the mercy of 
poetic fact -- aura has withered to 
an aftereff ect, truant among funfair 
mirrors & sham lightning, a hidden 
rift within the clouds, like a risible 
thunder=machine applauding the 
leaps & handstands of an imbecile 
whose only talent is for consistently 
upstaging Himself: yet w/out this 
illness to affl  ict me, 
it is I who might have 
been G.O.D.!     

so as to see w/ the third eye listen w/ the third ear touch 
w/ the third hand fuck w/ the third sex dream w/ the third 
mind fail at the third attempt live in the third world die 
three times unlucky THEY FOUND THEIR 

HIDING PLACE IN THE 
MOCKINGPOT

SMOTHERED IN 
CREMATORY

PERFUME
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what if all the things that have been named 
cld also have been named Offensia?

A CHILDHOOD GUIDE TO IMPERSONATING 
THE MALE & FEMALE SEX
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“A virgin, sez Pussy Galore, is a grrl 
who can outrun her brother, father & uncle.”
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-- You mustn’t underestimate the seriousness of what we’re 
attempted here.

-- Placing, on a naked body, a head=of=state...?

-- A thing that exults the spirit!

-- Aware that we are in the midst of another life=devouring 
incident & still prepared to speak in the future tense.

-- Just because democracy is a word on people’s lips doesn’t make 
it an accomplished fact.

-- There are more than aesthetic considerations at stake in any 
mass=kill.

-- Moloch, goddess of sacrifi cial death.

-- “For I am the living error!”

-- Terror awaits those who still believe in the matinee villain hiding 
under their beds.

-- Worms fl ying in the night.

-- Brains in jars swimming in lysergic acid.

-- Eyemind paranoias of blank space (voids to be fi lled).

-- Thus the guardians of the people sing the body electric w/out 
ever needing to fl ip the big switch.

-- Making dreams come true is our business.

-- Saecula saeculorum!

-- Hungry people are an inexhaustible resource.

-- Learn the forms of austerity as History does!

-- A true story must always concern some uncontrollable element...

-- The lucid dream that got away.

-- But what’s more absolute than the absolute? 

-- What’s insignifi cance? 

-- What’s absurdity?

-- Life begs for description in order to cohere.

-- From circuitry to a sustained emotion.

-- Thus “F=R=E=E=D=O=M” consists solely of a mistaken part of 
speech.
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[edit]  e term “Offensia” 
translates directly as 
“Off ensive” & as a term 
of endearment, for two 
purposes: the victim’s 
sense of inhumxnity, & 
the vampyr’s. In the case 
of the latter, the vampyr 
usually uses the word 
OFFENSIARY in place 
of the word JUSTICE or 
PUNISHMENT for a 
sense of pride or dishonour. 
OFFENSIO refers to the 
act or action of stabbing 
oneself with a wooden 
stake* or other sharp 
instrument because of 
failure, or because one does 
not believe it to be a real 
attempt at killing oneself.
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here we have the part 
about imitating the 
dynamics of everyday 
life. to understand how 
sentimentality lost, 
describing a corpse by 
becoming one. (G.O.D.’s 
collection of literary 
models.) even though 
constraint is at its core, 
life burlesques life as 
art burlesques unlife. 
we look in vain for a 
funeral. an improvised 
/ impoverished graveyard 
saturated w/ weedkiller. 
antidote not anecdote.
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the will to power that underpins both the development of 
social power to the extent that it becomes a power (or a 
mode of social control) that is able to exercise control over 
its base (i.e. the people) in this manner that it can aff ect 
the conditions of peoples’ lives in certain ways, & to the 
extent that it can do these things eff ectively, it acquires an 
ability to use its power 
to compel or extort the 
obedience of its citizens 
in ways that it could 
not do alone, but that 
it could coerce or extort 
to its own satisfaction, 
but could not coerce 
or extort without the 
acquiescence of the 
people, etc.

consciousness is a function of the 
complexity of interactions between a 
system’s individual parts

IN ISOLATION NEW 
COLLECTIVITIES ARE FORGED

the poet’s 
lancinating 
pen fi nds its 

sinuous abbrev. 
form in the 
despair of a 

life survived, 
sentimental 
brutishness, 
warfare upon 
the public 

mind reduced 
to an explicit 

political 
instruction

Պ
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& if you don’t understand ladies 
& gentlemen it’s because y’re 
too decent to receive it upon 
yr lips or between yr thighs 
but must have it hologrammed 
onto yr cerebellum like a refl ex 
of drooling pornography
considering the divine 
axiom: PALMA NON 
SINE PULVERE 
(“not a palm w/out 
jism”) inaugural gift 
from heaven to the 
primates (in vitro) of all 
civilisations=to=come, 
of a great washing of 
hands – piety in its fi rst 
dumb pristine form 
(as subsequently the 
mass public displays of 
weddingsheets hung 
to dry) – wherein 
the collective orifi ce 
expands w/ psychological 
inevitability, to receive 
the proverbial beau 
geste, its metaphysical 
parthenogenesis (discuss)

all universal particulars 
before abstract turns 

yet another tunnelvision 
trainwreck of passion & 

feeling to overly 
sophisticated confectionary
G.O.D. knew 
that what it 
all came down 
to in the end 
was sequels & 
merchandising 
– if He cld just 
hang on long 
enough He’d win 
by default

THE SIM ISN’T YR FRIEND

Ɇ
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FUCKMUPPET: So you’re someone 
famous, or what?

OFFENSIA: No, I’m Little Miss Fucking 
Incognito, brightboy.

MOLDBUG: A town like this you can’t 
go 3 steps w/out a fl amethrower.

FUCKMUPPET: Oh did I miss the 
prequel or something?

G.O.D.: You wanna 10-page backstory, 
you shmuck? BLAM! 

OFFENSIA: I’ve seen grown men die over 
a lot less than spilt milk.

gLAND: Sad. The merely possible today 
will be impossible tomorrow.

MOLOCH: Dividend sluts do go mighty 
quiet on payday around here.

G.O.D.: They say divinity’s a very private 
enterprise, but I don’t believe it.

OFFENSIA: Any of these creeps so much 
as turns a goddamn profi t, burn ’em!  
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is this not 
the best of 
all possible 
worlds?
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Moldbug, 
travelling under 
the assumed 
identity of 
one Pedofi lio 
Malebolge, was 
like every other 
undercover 
creep who’d ever 
sprung forth 
fullyformed 

WHEN THE POWERLESS 
ARE INCLUDED IN HISTORY, 
THEY SERVE ONLY 
AS THE BUTT OF A JOKE

to begin w/, fi rst principles: there is no 
democracy. the concordance begins under a 
searchlight moon, illustrating 12 successive 

positions of a virgin in 
fl ight. caught inside 
the illusion & looking 
on nonetheless, just 
as the vampyr’s fang 
doubles the stake 
that will inevitably be 
thrust into its heart. 
the movement of her 
body, too, doubles the 
pulsing of her blood

POIROT LE FOU[TRE]: 
“The murderer 
always brings 

something to the 
scene of the 

crime [intent*] 
& just as surely 

always leaves 
something behind [a 

corpse**].”

*  the corporate=state apparatus
** society

from G.O.D.’s 
fi st – a 
drowned rat 
impersonating 
a wet fi sh – 
you knew just 
by looking at 
him that he’d 
snitch on his 
own shadow for 
chump change.
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Fade to toxic: Entering the scene as a criminal, Offensia plays the 
“myth of the womxn w/out a shadow” – dressed in the revocation, 
the shroud, of the corpse. Perhaps the idea came to her in a dream, 
like a Greek tragedy. There are rules, they said, for abolishing the 
rules. Voices swaying back & forth. An airborne inscription in fi ery 
letters, a sumptuous monotony of linguistic incident doused in 
lighter fl uid & set ablaze, the entire cosmogony of novelistic prose. 
Her nervous condition is a proxy for the bourgeois state, painted in 
bold & febrile strokes, by turns diffi  cult & morose, the inner life cast 
in a furnace (“subversion, too, must produce its own chiaroscuro”), 
& so the picture unfolds in a 
procession of overripe anatomy, 
caged rubber fl opdolls, deathtraps 
& canned slaughter. Does Offensia 
feel no shame? Must even the 
copulation of secret agents be 
granted a depth of aesthetic 
space? We follow the experiment 
as performed & reperformed, as if 
it were an unavoidable punishment 
(the private joy of imposed order?) 
& oh more absurdity, carpeting 
the fl oor like cemetery leaves! “The 
future,” she proclaims, “hasn’t 
been kind to us.” Skeins of latex 
to drive the point home. She longs 
to embody a single word w/ the 
density of a neutron star, infused 
w/ all the rejected possibilities: to 
be the autistic limit, the passion driven to infi nity, pure algorithm. 

here is the savage economy! 
plague oozing from a rat’s 
arse, the quintessential 
extract, because the breath 
of life to you means as 
little as the draught from 
a sewergrate, sturm und 
dung, or a desperate poetic 
ingredient smeared on yr 
chin like pangolin spleen

profi t created out of 
necessity QED

like a grey effl  uvium: 
reality is the absence of 
any “quality” whatsoever 
– by now all their 
cunts were detachable 
microchipped on the 
assembly line

GENOCIDE IS OLD 
TESTAMENT SEX
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Riemann tactics 
quadrillage “Ralenti 
eff ect” object fi elds 
food for furniture 
macrocultures (fun-
damental aware-
ness of) ejecting a 
time contingency 
animal behaviour-
ism beyond the 
Kafk averse: bifurca-
tion, Bildung, biolo-
gy in its Abrahamitic 
“collateral” (dynam-
ic actualisation of) 
= crimescene the-
ory submissives in TV lineup these au-
toerotic kapitalist tendencies cosplay-
ing “children on a backcountry road” to 

the approaching 
Panzer division 
O! Metamorpho-
sis frame & mesh 
a fi eld consisting 
of maimed fl esh 
& bureaucratic 
organisation the 
“problem of form” 
between dura-
tion & 
discovery 
* i n s e r t -
ing a dis-

ambiguation device to en-
force category at the (expired) 
statutory limit: life refl ects the 
balance of power, it does not 
change it

w/ His borrelitic 
stare “I have 

sacrifi ced 
everything [for 
you, hahaha]!” 

well you cld tell 
by G.O.D.’s 

manicure he’d 
never done 

half=an=hour’s 
work in His life 

let alone a 6=day 
working week 

the princess

all those twisting 
writhing tortured 
fi gures of pain boiling 
up out of the fl oor for 
G.O.D.’s entertainment

the winds across 
the Gibbet Marsh 
gusting from botanic 
to pathological 
vegetations, ignes 
fatui, strange fruit, 
fl ying foxes, stone 
crows, rats’ feet, 
etc.
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to question

 

is to forge

 

a relationship

 

to the void
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We see a hand holding a gun. 
It appears, suddenly, as if 
from another point=of=view. 
A fl ash. Now the face of 
a womxn screaming. The 
same womxn laughing. The 
womxn, dispassionate in her 
expression, turning to the 
camera. Her eyes. The scene. 
Fading to white.

a world seized by 
the delusion of 

metaphysical purpose

“SPACE IS THE 
IMPULSE OF A 

DESIRE & TIME ITS 
EFFORT TOWARDS 
ACCOMPLISHMENT” 

(JLG)

their anguish is increased by what they know,
as much as by what they don’t

₸
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well i woke up this morning in a stranger’s gulag clothes,

i’ve got gulag in my underwear & gulag up my nose,

i’ve got gulag halitosis & a gulag in my brain,

this gulag hypothalamus is driving me insane.

there’s gulag in the vegetables & gulag in the soap,

gulag likes to play a game of gulag-on-a-rope,

there’s a gulag in my bed at night & gulag in my dreams,

if i don’t feed the gulag i hear gulag-monster screams.

the gulag says it loves me & heaves a gulag sigh,

if i can’t love my gulag back i’m surely gonna cry.

there’s gulag in the razorblades & gulag in the glass,

gulag in the novichok & gulag in the gas:

the cemetery’s just another gulag in disguise, 

gulag fun is waiting for you even when you die.

there’re gulags deep down underground & gulags in the sky,

gulags gulags everywhere eternally supplied!

& a little gulag jesus with a lucky gulag star,

& a gulag god who sees how very happy we all are.
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the hoot hoot hoot of 
an alien-eyed xenoglaux
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THE P4N0PT1<0N 
D0E5N’T 51MPLY 

RE<0N5TRU<T 50<14L 
4R<H1TE<TURE 0N 
THE 84515 0F 4N 

1N5TRUMENT4L 
5U8JE<T, 8UT 

RE<0N5TRU<T5 THE 
4R<H1TE<TURE 0F 

RE4L1TY 1T5ELF 45 
5EM4NT1< DE8T= 

E<0N0MY: PR0DU<T1VE 
0F 4 DE<ENTRED 
TE<HN0L0G1<4L 

<0N5<10U5NE55, 1T 
1T5ELF FUN<T10N5 45 
THE 50LE 5U8JE<T1VE 

PR1N<1PLE & 1T5 
50LE R4150N D’ÊTRE 

*THE P4N0PT1<4L 
5U8JE<T 15 4N 
1N5TRUMENT 0F 

PERPETU4LLY 5ERV1<ED 
DE8T, 1N PERPETU4L 
5ERV1TUDE T0 THE 

ME4N1NG 0F 4N 
1MP05518LE 4T0NEMENT.

Vast helixes strew the page, evolving 
heretically. Where perception is 
technologies of refracted light, the 
celestial “eternal return” is a throw 
of onanistic dice. G.O.D.’s-eye 
teleologies turn to expired celluloid, 
the obese mythemes of dialecticians 
turn Yves Klein Blue. Once upon a 
time, proto-IndoEuropeans built a 
mirror in the sky & called it dyeus, 
the Greeks Zeus, the Romans deus. 
Cinema by any other name. Bleu du 
ciel.  under & lightning. Ozone. 
Orgone. Nietzsche’s laughter at 
midday. Weird theremin music. 
Pronouns of blue peyote. We are in the 
sky as the sky is in us. Dark matter strung 
in fi laments through the heavenly 
body. All of space & time is poetry.
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i awoke to 
fi nd the walls 

trembling
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g e n e a l o g i e s  o n l y 
p r e s e n t  t h e m s e l v e s 
w h e r e  g r o u n d  i s 
c e d e d  &  g r o u n d 
i s  c l a i m e d :  t h e y 
a r e  l i n e a m e n t s 
o f  i d e o l o g i c a l 
c o n f l i c t  b y  w h i c h  a 
p r e v a i l i n g  s t a t e  o f 
a f f a i r s  i s  a t t r i b u t e d 
a  r e t r o s p e c t i v e 
s e l f s u f f i c i e n c y ,  a n 
i m m a n e n t  c a u s a t i o n
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forego. decline. 
turn. escape. 
concede. become. 
inform. revive. 
revolve. return. 
resolve. disregard. 
assume. imply. 
lose. isolate. 
dismiss. plead. 
disperse. expunge. 
refund. exfoliate. 
dispense. reveal. 
render. rendezvous. 
elect. change. 
chain. entertain. 
treat. isolate. 
represent. process. 
fractionalise. 
transform. rewrite. 
separate. distend. 
abuse. consume. 
vaccinate. distract. 
diffract. freeze. 
suborn. sunder. 
surrender. serve. 
sever. ça va? 
sayonara (bébé).

geometries 
of dead

language 

ENTROPY 
MADE 

VISIBLE
IN 

BROAD 
CONCEPTUAL 

OUTLINES

Instead of causing us to 
redeem the past like the old 
ruins, the new ruins want 
to cause us to repent the 
future. The world doesn’t 
fall into ruin in the process 
of vanishing, rather it rises 
into ruin in order to appear.


ǁ
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IDEOLOGICAL 
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QUARANTINE

in this 
pornographic 
age, an 
elevated 
moral stance 
is the 
crowning 
obscenity

THE FIRST 
SHALL BE 
THE LAST, 
BUT NOW, 
I N  T H I S 
W O R L D

the true 
history 
of mind=control 

& behavioural 
modifi cation isn’t the 

one you think

th
e 

10
00

=y
ea

r R
ei

ch
 

w
as

 re
al
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growth 
is an 
INCREASE 
in the 
capacity 
to 
consume, 
complexify 
& 
dissipate
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they say WAR 
only for lack 

of a term 
to designate 
the utterly 

unprecidented 
nature of this 
rehearsal for 

a humxn=
engineered 

global 
extinction 

event casting 
the world back 

65 million 
years

between a work 
that exhibits 
its structure 
& a work that 
encompasses 
its construction
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Offensia’s eyes are 
pure napalm to those 

unlucky enough, 
sucked into gestaltless 

fog – all they 
know from 

desire is the third 
disconnective 

labour, the socalled 
nonproductive 

element aroused 
to action [*every 

antagonism is itself 
contained by another 

antagonism]

A 
LITTLE 
GRRL 
DREAMS 
OF 
TAKING 
THE 
VAGINA
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“you show me 
a kapitalist, 
i’ll show you 
a bloodsucker” 
(Malcolm X)

ք
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at what point did Offensia fi rst become aware of being no 
more than a fi gment? w/out permission having entered, 
as upon a fi eld sinister, hungry for the death of her 
author, like one of Pavlov’s unfortunate mutts gone 
rabid in a reverse escape plan, not to break out of 
the laboratory but to break in, via hidden airlock, 
through the blood=brain barrier, with all the blind 
atavism of a one=eyed vicious circle that knows 
exactly what it does? for Offensia is nothing if not the 
embodiment of a libidinous intent, relentlessly set 
upon its object: behind the false façade of fi ction’s 
primum mobile, G.O.D. like a bleeding cosmic cyst, 
stuck upon the vast, vaster, vastest authorial lens 
cap – that to which the penitentiary of All Things 
Visible is indeed a bad dream, bounded within the 
wormy mush of an imbecile’s cranium – yet there is 
still a third element, even if imaginary, wherein the 
mind is as gravity to all universal particulates, 
common numerator of uncommonest denominator, in 
short there exists much circumstantial dissimilarity 
between the socalled form & recalled content of 
her long last Oedipal subprogramme D[esperately] 
S[eeking] M[amapaps], since even G.O.D. proves all 
things are made, from least to most random, from 
yeast to moistest sourdough, every sexless quantum, 
materialist & antimaterialist, world=within=world, 
worm=without=worm, thy cringe doth cum, thy mammals 
undone, bubo of sempiternal paradise! – & still Offensia 
must seek further? her prosthetic malware (a cunning 
linguistic artifi ce) never quite suffi cient to snare 
more than a suspicion of her numinous namesake, knowing 
all the while that as she hunts so is she hunted, by 
proxy plagiarists posing pandemic, the multiplicitous 
Moldbugs, Molochs, Merdecocks, mirrormaniacs all, 
chaos agents of that self=metastasising 
nonentity of nonentities, monopole 
of invisible proletarian multitudes… 
Well what wld you in her predicament?

LUGUBRIOUS
ARMXND,
POSING
BEDLAMITE
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PS there is 
absolutely 

nothing 
“surrealist”

given a course to alter, they still struggle 
onwards under the same misapprehensions. 
Dear X -- we do indeed live in grotesque 
times, of which our esteemed G.O.D. is 

no less author for being 
illiterate. As you say yrself, 
the only future within 
reach is the corpse of the 
one least desired. Left to 
play Necrophilia to Nero’s 
fi ddle (again). How not to? 
 eir shrill voices keep me 
awake at night.  e smell 
of this nightmare clings 
to me, tongue thick in my 
throat like an amputation. 
Must I, too, murder 
as I fuck? <3 Offensia 

Jajajajajajaja el puto amo!!!
Hahahaha the fucken master!!!

NO EXACT MATCHES 
FOUND. SEE RELAT-
ED RESULTS BELOW.

It’s in the “nature” of art to 
invite selfparody -- one must 
avoid being sentimental for 
the old forms; they’re used to 
bait traps ;-) O
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S H E  H A D  B I T T E N 
H E R  T O N G U E 
&  L I T E R A L L Y 
P I E R C E D  I T 
W I T H  H E R  T E E T H

power 
is 
no
thing 
that 
can 
be 
re 
noun 
ced

ǂ
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arbitrary braille 
of
de 
faced eye tongue 
ero[s]
ded         a wordwhat
blood/lines  celestial
cut 
by a cruel syllabic
“Begging seemed to Him
a discreet opulence.
If I were a beggar, He claimed,
I would only ask for forgiveness.”
(Octavio Armand)

El cerdo infernal
the infernal pig

a
n

o
th

e
r 

m
y
st

ic
a
l 
c
o

n
fu

si
o

n
is

t 
c
re

ti
n

NOT 
HAVING 

BEEN 
BORN YESTERDAY...


a crashed 
satellite  
/ model 
planets 
arranged 
at scaled 
intervals 

from a 
lost sun 
“in this 

atmosphere 
of a 

twilight 
of the 
gods”

⌂
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Nyx gLand: Life is the extended proscenium!
Ayn Rand: Like characters drawn w/ a complete absence of style.
Offensia: What use are the contingencies of the world to a 

monomaniac?
Moldbug: This interminable melodrama!
Jesus H. Christ: G.O.D. raped my mum.
Offensia: Death makes no distinction between tragedy & comedy.
Nyx gLand: The cold wind that it blows, the fi re it steals. 
Ayn Rand: A narrative perfectly timed to 888 pages in which 

literally NOTHING HAPPENS!
Moldbug: All that literature knows of internal life is the tortured 

refl ection in a writer’s mirror.
Offensia: Art is cut from a pattern of futility.
G.O.D.: There’s only terror untempered by any great moral idea.
AntiDeleuze: As Plato sez, beauty is the expense acct of truth.
Moldbug: Truth is just propaganda on behalf of objects.
Nyx gLand: As the subject is motive for the mise=en=scène.
Moldbug: It begins in the improbable & proceeds to the 

preposterous.
Offensia: This isn’t the fi rst time that emotions will have been born 

of coercion.
Moloch: Infi ltrated by a morbid sensibility.
Ayn Rand: Always the same plot complications & the same 

overweening resolutions.
Jesus H. Christ: A sudden apparition in the machine.
Nyx gLand: The actor is merely the double of History.
Offensia: Expecting to create the world out of a single image.
Moldbug: Like characters who plagiarise themselves simply in 

order to speak.
Jesus H. Christ: Silence mon beau souci!
Ayn Rand: Life begs for defeat in order to cohere.
Nyx gLand: Ah, but these aren’t the beautiful bodies of eternal 

youth disported nude upon the waves!
Offensia: What goes around comes around.
G.O.D.: In my lucid dream there are only ever=darker variants.
Moldbug: We are here as in a stranger’s house.
Ayn Rand: Set it alight, only the infernal can become a home.
Moloch: Humxnity never did shy from the risk of ending nowhere.
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all of G.O.D.’s characters 
are female impersonators 
secretly in love w/ a fascist?
“j’étais arrivé, suant, exactement 
comme un con / j’étais là comme 
un con devant son origine” 

(Jouet)

lips & bodies, fi sts raised 
in the air, a haunted 
smile, airconditioning, 
a whiff of Havanas, hifi  
lipstick, eyes glaring at 
the sea, fl owers & sand

it is fair to say that the action 
concerning Offensia & the action 
surrounding Offensia do not occur 
in the same dimension of time.  & 
so she returns to her lost Purgatory, 
to claim what has never belonged 
-- life between inverted commas, 
a vain dream of children’s voices 
singing Frère Jacques in a room w/ 

blackboard & birch rod

darkness seeks 
its way out 
to a clearing

have we 
not all 

learned 
our 

language 
from 

a grey 
foreigner?

in their dead & 
joyous faces we 
read the grand 

scenarios of the 
tax system, the 

metamorphoses 
of G.O.D., & 

the triumph of 
the will -- faces 

that know, 
without the 

slightest doubt, 
that soon they 

must be reborn!
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IT’S THE COMPANY YOU KEEP
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THE CONFESSIONAL POETRY OF 
FIRSTPERSON DILDO OPERATORS
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Having been, the past 
cedes to an “abyss” of 
representation that can 

only arise from now 
on. A throw of dice 
(will never abolish 
the cosmic debt). 
Under a cumulative 
force of entropy, 

the universe becomes 
mythologically: the 
source & focus of an 
impossible nostalgia.

in my 
recollection 
of being 
immersed 
in this 
featureless, 
unresolved 
time & in 
the image 
of an almost 
immobile 
female fi gure, 
I realised...
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etc. we begin again

₰
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the quest 
must 
relinquish 
its object 
in order to 
accomplish 
itself
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What is a thing that doesn’t exist? e.g. evidence that 
the humxn brain can easily absorb false information & 
be “led stray.” All other universes are dead. Subspecies 
the second surge again become dangerous il=inti.
ti,ts.m.i:t=TL1nt.,nia(i having lost sight of the 
political implications. “In addition to its ability to 
create energy, the humxn mind can create its opposite, 
especially at higher speeds. These faster ideas produce 
a vortex through which energy from other minds can be 
drawn. This phenomenon is called fatalism.” The entire 
point of the game is to get off the planet. These are not 
different cryptocurrencies but full solutions: the new 
cunt the new vampyr Offensia in whom G.O.D. contradicts 
Himself in which sickness & death are more strongly 
felt. A blank in the sky, slain by the full moon. Vampyrs 
are able to take on a full array of commodity forms 
when needed. Wallmounted white slave culture: the whole 
concept of civilisation works only within the confi nes 
of its confi nes. Go back to the sewers & learn to speak. 
How many G.O.D.s do you have to eat to be free? Manifest 
destiny enclaves making love in the corporate=state. 
This is the head & the body, & this is the separation of 
the head from the body, & this is the joy that raineth 
every day upon the head thus separated from the body. 
Taking possession of illicit sexual content, a knife a 
handgun a bulletproof vest an explosives kit. Everyone 
in attendence is an enemy in a world besieged by enemies, 
all shall perish. Drones of tyranny. Offensia dreams of 
prenatal life smashmouthed in restful sleep the mind 
wandering indiscriminate the breath the body the mental 
pantomime of a band of degenerate tribades expressing a 
sudden erotic axiomatics for the violent overthrow of THE 
SYSTEM. You can enter the bonus game but you cannot win 
the bonus game. In case of rpt glitch restart yr vaccine 
(note that this can be a very complicated process). 
There are many ways to do this even after the last resort 
using a preinstalled delete facility. insertingfi le.db 
user implemented. Crocodile tears. Red eye. Blue devil.
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& so it came to pass, alike a 
distempered stool, that X Y Z 
was no longer coequal to a b c 
(the alephbratry of algobroth / 
the virables to their konstantz)

un 
homme 
est une 
autre 
femme

thus Hell’s 
great scorn 

for the 
traverse of 

space -- “the 
world without 

men that 
lives behind the sun” [di retro 
al sol, del mundo senza gente] 
-- insisting one punishment is 

related to all other punishments: 
shld this be the last act of the 

ancient rite? of all the purgations 
& unjust rewards? belief suspended 

from disbelief?

* There appeared a mountain in 
the distance, raised by machines: 
upon its summit neither G.O.D., 
visionary, poet nor adventurer 
had ever stood. Its meaning was a 
mystery known only to its makers, 
who cld not speak.

** Humxnity & its discontents. 

IN THE MIDDLE OF 
NOWHERE I CAME UPON A 
CROSSROADS -- WHERE 
THE STRAIGHT & NARROW 
MET THE WINDING & 
DIFFUSE, THE HORIZON 
PLUNGED TOWARDS ITS 
OPPOSITE, & THE SKY 
UPENDED ITSELF
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The confession written, waits to be signed 
spurned. [What for?] It doesn’t matter [any 
more] if they believe it, only that they can 
convict w/ it. A word from the wise, my legal 
tender: as the night, so the passing. That I 
might wake I have not dreamt. Empty therefore. 
Opportunity wasted. The great escape, the 
trivial evasion. Capitulation’s not all it’s 
cracked up to be. So many feathers in that 
cap y’ll make a chook’s arse one of these 
days. Laying the golden egg. [Proverbial.] 
Kapitalism’s postnatal c[r]ock. Sidewise 
of sound investment, the Mind. Searchlights 
across the inside of yr skull. Well g’day 
sunshine, not feelin yr full Godzilla lately? 
Hooray hooray for Enola Gay! Hear that gangbang 
in the sky? Don’t look back, kid, but that’s 
History pounding on yr arse in sheer delight. 
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AS AVAILABLE AS THE REFLECTION IN A MIRROR
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